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In Memoriam

The present Annual Report from the Section for Nuclear- and Energy Physics is dedicated
to the memory of our two colleagues Ivar Espe and Roald Tangen, who both deceased in
1997.

Ivar Espe

Associate professor Ivar Espe died suddenly June 19, almost 70 years old, a few days
only after one of his working days at the institute. Espe worked in nuclear theory, a
career that was started when he was a fellow at the Niels Bohr Institute in Copenhagen
in the early sixties. As a nuclear theorist, Espe always worked in close collaboration with
experimentalists, reflecting his versatility and broad range of interests as a physicist.

Espe was a unique teacher with extraordinary pedagogical skills. His engagement and his
deep understanding of physics in general made him one of the most popular lecturers at the
institute. He saw very early the important role that small computers would play in physics
experiments as well as in teaching. Espe therefore changed his main focus of interest
towards electronics and computers. His pioneer course in the use of small computers in
experiments is legendary and still running, although the hardware has changed considerably
as compared to his first partly home built systems. His book (with 0 . Martinsen) on PC-
based instrumentation, issued post mortem, is no less than excellent.

As a token of the institutes appreciation of his teaching effort, he was awarded the institutes
price for excellent teaching. Espes fields of interest included neural networks, where he did
very interesting work. Also in this field Espe worked in close connection with experiments.
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In all his doings, Ivar Espe was a very modest and kind person, always helpful and kind.
He is strongly missed by all his colleagues and friends.

Roald Tangen

Professor Roald Tangen died August 3, 85 years old. As a young and brilliant civil electro-
engeneer, he built one of the very first Van de Graaff accelerators in Europe, which at
its completion in 1936 had a beam of 0.5 MeV protons. This was a very unique scientific
instrument at that time. With his self-made auxiliary equipment that also made it possible
to measure magnetic fields and high voltage, Tangen made the first high-resolution studies
of (p/y) resonances in the p-shell region. He discovered beautifully separated resonances
down to a few keV wide, a pioneer work that also appeared in early textbooks on nuclear
physics.

Tangen has been the number one pioneer in nuclear physics in Norway. With his students
he was later in charge of the building of a 4 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator, finished in
1954. With this accelerator, Tangen and his group achieved a highly visible position in
international experimental nuclear physics. This accelerator is still in operation for surface
studies in physical electronics.

Tangen was an excellent and inspiring teacher, highly appreciated by his students. Later
in his career, he became head of the Physics Department and later the Faculty Dean. His
pioneering and almost prophetic attitude left its mark on his work also in this context.



He was very active in the promotion of a new physics curriculum, and initiated a new and
democratic administrative system that later was adopted by the whole university.

As a pensioner Tangen returned to his first scientific love; experimental work. For several
years he was our excellent "on call" and very innovative target production specialist. His
scientific attitude and his great personality will always be remembered by his successors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The section staff is engaged in several areas of research. However, most activities are within
the fields of basic experimental and theoretical nuclear physics. In addition, some section
members are engaged in various aspects of solar energy research. Furthermore, there is
some activities in radiation physics research. As usual, we present both completed and
ongoing projects.

In experimental nuclear physics section members are engaged within three main fields og
research: Nuclei at high temperature (the local cyclotron experiments), high spin nuclear
structure (at NBI, Ris0 and INFN, Legnaro), and high and intermediate energy nuclear
physics (at CERN, Geneva and CELSIUS, Uppsala).

The CERN-related activity and the Energy projects are almost exclusively financed from
the National Research Council (NFR). For the remaining activities, the section gives,
within the limits of funding, priority to the local accelerator facility. This is based on
the philosophy that local experimental equipment is an important asset in a university
institute. The SCANDITRONIX MC-35 cyclotron laboratory has been in operation since
1980. The main auxiliary equipment consists of a multi-detector system CACTUS, and
presently with a unique locally designed silicon strip detector array SIRI.

The total beamtime used for experiments in 1997 was 1335 hours. In addition a nuclear
chemistry group ( University of Oslo) used the cyclotron for 37 days. Finally, the beam
was availlable for an external customer for two days.

In addition to running the experiments, the activity has been concentrated on the SIRI
testing and on the analysis of of data. In general, the good performance of the cyclotron,
computers and the auxiliary equipment is attributed to the highly competent and persistent
efforts of E.A. Olsen and J. Wikne.

The basic costs for the cyclotron laboratory are funded by the University of Oslo. The
experimental activities, however, are completely dependent on the continued support from
the Norwegian Research Council (NFR).

Some section members are also engaged in two major international collaborations, namely
the NORDBALL collaboration on the study of high spin nuclear states, and the interme-
diate energy collaboration located at the CERN facilities. The NORDBALL collaboration
has been temporarily prolonged. The participating groups will, however, merge into the



coming EUROBALL collaboration. It is our intention and hope to be able to participate
in experiments on this facility in the future.

The high energy nuclear physics projects have a comparably high priority in the Research
Council (i.e. in the program for sub-atomic physics). The main aim of this activity is the
verification of the existence of quark-gluon plasma. The Norwegian participation in this
project is a close Bergen - Oslo collaboration.

At the time of writing, a joint Institute / Faculty Research Council agreement about a
predictable three years funding of the cyclotron projects has now been initiated. However,
a stable and forseeable funding also depends on decisions made in even higher places, so
we are indeed crossing our fingers...

For the first time in history the organized scientific staff at out faculty has been at strike.
This has seriously delayed the completion of the present annual report, a fact for which we
apologize.

Blindern, May and August 1998
Finn Ingebretsen
Section leader.
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Chapter 2

Personnel

2.1 Research Staff

Sven L. Andersen
Lisbeth Bergholt
Bård Bjerke
Fabio de Blasio
Øystein Elgarøy
Torgeir Engeland
Lars E. Engvik
Ivar Espe
Kristoffer Gjötterud
Magne Guttormsen
Lisa Henden
Ole H. Herbjørnsen
Morten Hjorth-Jensen
Anne Holt
Trygve Holtebekk
Finn Ingebretsen
Gunnar Løvhøiden
Ole Martin Løvvik
Michaela G. Meir
Elin Melby
Svein Messelt
Roar A. Olsen
Eivind Osnes
John Rekstad
Andreas Schiller
Sunniva Siem
Anders Storruste
Terje Strand
Dunja Sultanovitc
Roald Tangen
Per Olav Tjørn
Trine Spedstad Tveter
Stein W. Ødegård

Senior scientist emeritus
Research fellow
Part time Research assistant
Post doc. fellow (EU)
Research fellow
Professor
Research fellow
Senior scientist (deceased June 19)
Assoc. professor
Professor
Research fellow
Senior scientist
Post doc. fellow
Research fellow
Professor emeritus
Professor (elected Section Leader)
Professor
Research fellow (NFR)
Research fellow (from September)
Research fellow
Assoc. professor
Research fellow (on leave of absent)
Professor
Professor
Research fellow
Research Fellow
Senior scientist emeritus
Professor II
Research fellow (NFR)
Professor emeritus (deceased August 3)
Professor
Assoc. professor
Research fellow (from August)



2.2 Technical Staff

Eivind Atle Olsen Section chief engineer
Jon Wikne Section engineer
Ronny Svendsen Section engineer
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Chapter 3

The Cyclotron

3.1 Operation and Maintenance

E. A. Olsen, J. Wikne and S. Messelt

The total beam time used for experiments in 1997 was 1192 hours with 3He beam, and
143 hours with protons and 4He beam. The nuclear chemistry group used the cyclotron
37 days, and an external customer two days.

Approximately five weeks have been used for scheduled and two weeks for unscheduled
maintenance.

One circulation pump in the cooling system has been replaced.
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Chapter 4

Data Acquisition and Analysis

4.1 Introduction

Currently, the data, acquisition system at the Oslo Cyclotron Laboratory may be divided
into two major components:

• A front-end system responsible for data digitalization, read-out and formatting. This
system is based on a VMEBbus with connections to CAMAC, NIM and the custom
SIRI detector readout devices.

A rear-end system consisting of a Sun Sparcstation with a separate hardware inter-
face to the front-end VMEbus.

The acquisition system is shown in fig. 4.1.

VME

PowerPC

_ J BIT3 j _ K
—^1 interface j ^

SparcStation
10/512

^ )

Exabyte

y. 1 /""! 7^\ 1

C5~OfJ

Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the data acquisition system

4.2 Configuration

Developments in 1997 on the computer / data-acquisition system were:
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• In the front-end, software migration towards the new PowerPC VME module to be
used as data-acquisition controller continued. At the end of the year some work still
remained here.

• The first tests of the SIRI detector front-end hardware were performed.

• The design of the dedicated VME module ("ROCO card #3") for the SIRI readout
was completed, excluding circuit board layout and testing.

• Only minor changes were made to the rear-end computer configuration. A system
disk on the oldest Sun crashed and was replaced with a larger one. The CERN
libraries were updated.

• Three more NCD X-terminals were acquired.

The basis configuration is given below:

a) Front-end

VMEbus system with:
1 CES RTPC 8067EA, PowerPC 603 64MHz CPU,

128kB SRAM, 64 MB DRAM, 1 GB disk, LynxOS 2.3.1
1 CBD 8210, CAMAC Branch Driver
1 NIM Interface
1 TSVME 204, EPROM socket card
2 VBR 8212, VME-VME link, receiver
1 VBR 8213, VME-VME link, transmitter
3 TPUs, Trigger Pattern Units
1 Bit3 Model 467, VME-SBus link, 25MB/s

NIM ADC Interface System with:
16 Silena7411/7420G ADCs

CAMAC system with:
4 Silena 4418/V ADCs
4 Silena 4418/T TDCs
1 Pile-Up Rejection Module (PUR)
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b) Rear-end

Sun Sparcstation 10-512 with:
Solaris 2.5.1 operating system (UNIX System V Release 4.0), OpenWindows,
X-windows, Motif
Dual SuperSPARC TMS390Z55 50MHz CPU with 36kB cache, 128 MB memory

1 Bit3 Model 467, SBus-VME link card, 25MB/s
2 SCSI mass storage expansion box
2 2.0 GB disk drive
2 9.0 GB disk drive
1 Colour monitor, 19", 1152 x 900 pixels
1 Ethernet controller, TCP/IP and NFS software
1 10 GB Exabyte cartridge tape unit
1 12 GB Exabyte cartridge tape unit
1 Panasonic SCSI CDROM unit
1 SparcPrinter QA-6 laserprinter

Sun UltraSparc 2 Creator with:
Solaris 2.5.1 operating system (UNIX System V Release 4.0), OpenWindows,
X-windows, Motif
Dual UltraSPARC 200MHz CPU, 448 MB memory

1 2.0 GB disk drive
1 Colour monitor, 20", 1280 x 1024 pixels
1 Ethernet controller, TCP/IP and NFS software
1 12 GB Exabyte cartridge tape unit

Our Suns share the following X-terminal resources:
10 NCD X-terminals, colour monitor, 19-20", 1280 x 1024 pixels

1 TDV X-terminal, colour monitor, 17", 1024 x 768 pixels
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4.3 Acquisition and Data Analysis Software

MAMA:
Program to manipulate large 2-dimensional matrices. It contains more than 80 commands.
Some examples are: read, write, add, subtract, multiply, smooth, compress, project, cut,
etc. In addition, the package contains more complex functions like

- unfolding of Nal 7-spectrum.
- folding spectra with Nal response function.
- extraction of first generation 7-spectra.
- extraction of nuclear temperature from 7-spectra.

MIMA:
MAMA without graphics, for use on "dumb" terminals.

CSMA:
Cranked shell model with asymmetric nuclear shape.

DECAY:
Calculates the 7-decay for a Fermi gas system. The lowest excitation region is simulated
using experimental data.

EMMA:
Calculates El, Ml, E2, M2 transition probabilities between single quasiparticle states
from the RPC program (see below).

GAP:
Solves the BCS gap-equation.

HFBC:
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliobov Cranking model based on Nilsson orbitals from the RPC pro-
gram (see below).

KINEMATIC:
Calculates relativistic energy loss at a given scattering angle. Bethes formula. Straggeling.
Also available on IBM-PC

PAW:
CERN-developed Physics Analysis Workstation running on the Apollo and the Sun Sparc-
station.

SIRIUS:
This is the new main data-acquisition and on-line analysis program at the lab.
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ZIGZAG:
Calculates the 7-decay as a function of evaporated neutrons.

RHOSIG:
Extracts the 7-strength function and level density from first generation 7-spectra.

OFFLINE:
The off-line counterpart of SIRIUS.

GBRAHMS:
Version of Geant for simulations of particle tracks in the BRAHMS (Broad RAnge Hadron
Magnetic Spectrometer) detector.

World Wide Web:
Starting point URL: http://lynx.uio.no/

4.4 Progress of the SIRI Data-Acquisition System Develop-
ment

J. Wikne

The debugging / testing of the SIRI readout controller (ROCO) hardware and software
continued. The "ROCO Card # 1 " (front-end) and "ROCO Card #2" (control card) with
PC-side software became operative. Some problems related to noise / resolution were
encountered. Further tests were postponed, awaiting a new and hopefully better batch
of detectors. Also, the multipole vacuum feedthroughs for the electrical signals proved a
major problem and had to be redesigned.

The design of the dedicated VME module, "ROCO card #3", was completed, including
simulation of the PALs and "bitwise" prototyping of some important parts. However, the
final circuit-board layout and testing were still to be done at the end of the year.

A block diagram of the SIRI Data-Acquisition System is shown in fig. 4.2.

References:

1. Section for Nuclear and Energy Physics Annual Report 1996
Department of Physics, University of Oslo Report UiO PHYS 97-08
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SIRI Read-Out Controller * Mam Block Diagram

WtE CRATE
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the SIRI Data-Acquisition System
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Chapter 5

Nuclear Instrumentation

The main investments for 1997 were new SIRI detectors and Si(Li) detectors. Also constant
fraction discriminators and timing filter amplifiers were purchased.

5.1 The CACTUS Detector

M. Guttormsen and S. Messelt

The CACTUS detector accommodates 28 Nal and 3 Ge detectors and is mounted on the
90° beam line of the Oslo cyclotron. The Nal counters are fixed to the detector frame
and have a distance of 24 cm to the target. The 5"x5" Nal(Tl) detectors (BICRON) are
equipped with 5" PMT. The detectors are shielded laterally with 2 mm lead and collimated
with 10 cm lead in front. The solid angle of each detector corresponds to 0.5% of 4?r. The
front of the detectors are covered with a 2 mm Cu absorber. In addition to the Nal counters
there is space for Ge counters. At present we have three Ge-detectors with efficiencies of
49, 60 and 72%.

The target chamber can be removed from the centre of the Nal ball through the two
remaining holes (32 holes in total). Beam focusing can be performed with a piece of quartz
at the target place, where the beam spot can be monitored by a TV camera through a
plexiglass window.

Inside the ball of 7-detectors 8 Si(Li) particle detectors are mounted. Later, these detectors
will be replaced by the SIRI particle telescope system.
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5.2 Properties of the CACTUS Detector Array

A. Schiller

During the last years, the original setup of the CACTUS detector array1) was gradually
upgraded by replacing low efficiency Ge(Li) detectors by high efficiency Ge(HP) detectors
and some of the electronic modules by faster and more accurate ones. Recently, the elec-
tronical setup was revised and several drawbacks could be pointed out and eliminated.
Most of the changes can be seen in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: New electronic setup in the laboratory. For a more detailed description of the
changes compared to the original setup1), see ref.2).

In addition, many properties of the CACTUS detector array, like time resolution, detec-
tion efficiency of various detectors, polarization efficiency and the ability of measuring
angular distributions have been determined. In connection, a new online sorting program,
and many other programs for the offline data analysis have been developed. A detailed
description of all measurements is in preparation2).

References:

1. M. Guttormsen et al.
Department of Physics Report, UiO/PHYS/89-14 (1989)

2. A. Schiller et al.
Department of Physics Report, UiO/PHYS/98-xx (in preparation)
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Figure 5.2: The target chamber with one SIRI detector ring seen perpendicularly to the
beam axis. The detector ring covers a range of angles between 30° and 60° with respect to
the beam direction. The distance from the target to the active detector surface is 40 mm.

5.3 The SIRI Strip Detector Project

M. Guttormsen, S. Messelt, E. Olsen and J. Wikne

The SIRI (Silicon Ring) system will be used in the study of nuclear structure and decay
properties as a function of temperature. It consists of an array of silicon particle telescopes
for the detection of light particles. The telescopes will be placed inside the CACTUS detec-
tor, and the CACTUS/SIRI combination represent a very powerful particle-7-coincidence
set-up. The project has been supported by the Norwegian Research Council (NFR) with
totally MNOK 2.3.

Fig. 5.2 shows the target chamber, which is placed inside the CACTUS Nal array. Detector
rings, target and chips are mounted on separate rings that can be moved on rods connected
with the flange to the right. It is possible to switch between four targets inside the chamber
without breaking the vacuum. New oil free vacuum pumps are installed. The target
chamber is designed so that cooling of the chips and detectors can be performed. The
beam optics and focusing properties are tested in order to reduce halos and scattering
from slits along the beam line.

The detector and read-out chips are user specified, and represent high technology develop-
ments. The SINTEF group in Oslo has designed and delivered the detectors and read-out
chips for the system. The ASIC chips were processed by AMS in Austria. The mounting of
the circuitry and detectors on ceramic substrates was made by Microcomponent in Horten,
Norway.

5.3.1 The Detectors

One SIRI element consists of one AE and one E detector mounted on a 1 mm thick
ceramic substrate, as shown in Fig. 5.3. The front and end detectors have the same
shape (almost trapezoidal in form) and are sandwich mounted back-to-back. Each detector
element consists of 8 pads. The detectors are glued on to the ceramic substrate, where
bonding and cabling can be performed. Surface mounted circuitry is laid on both sides of
the left wing of the substrate, as indicated in Fig. 5.3. Flat cables are connected to the
chips from the wings.
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Cables

E 130 urn \

E 2000 urn

Figure 5.3: In the upper part is shown the detector glued to the ceramic substrate with
circuitry and flat cables. In the lower part is shown the arrangement of the 8 telescopes
into a ring-structure.
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The particle telescopes are 2000 ^m thick and stops at least 60 MeV a-particles. It is
also important to stop protons in the telescope for the purpose of appropriate particle
identification. The front detector is 135 /im thick, so that a-particles of around 15 MeV can
pass through the detector. Thus, the thickness of one element is 3.2 mm. The arrangement
of the elements into one ring is shown in the lower part of Fig. 5.3.

For the front detectors a leakage current less than 0.5 nA per pad were obtained. The silicon
wafer for the 2 mm detectors is made of very high resistivity substrate. A multi-guard ring
of 2.5 mm is designed around the detector to reduce the leakage current. Recently, new
1.5 mm thick end detectors have been purchased.

5.3.2 The Read-Out System

In the read-out part of the system, we use a custom designed, monolithic chip (ASIC). Each
chip is designed to handle 32 silicon strip detectors, including preamplifiers, discriminators,
shapers, pattern, multiplicity and pile-up rejection circuitry. The chip is implemented in
AMS 1.2/xm BiCMOS, double poly, double metal process. The power consumption is 350
mW, which gives about a 6°C increase in temperature when bonded to a CLCC84 chip
carrier.

At the first stage on the chip a fast preamplifier splits the signal into a time and energy
branch. The ready signal from the acquisition system resets the latches and energy buffers,
but not the multiplicity and pile-up detection. This part of the circuit is always ready to
take events.

The pileup inspection is performed both before and after the event of interest. If two
signals arrive within 2 /xs, the corresponding latch will be reset (signals less than 100 ns
apart cannot be separated). Pile-up on/off has a fixed level, which is set externally for the
specific experiment. The function set-latch identifies the channel fired. The latch for other
channels cannot be set (only reset) after the multiplicity signal for the event is back to 0.

The chip gives both good energy and timing signals. Generally, only one or possibly two
(or three) detectors per chip will fire. Therefore, the coincidence detected within the chip
are handled using a summing technique (multiplicity) of the logical timing signals. This
multiplicity signal is a linear sum of the logical signals from all detectors. The signal can be
used to make multiplicity requirements or fast coincidences with other types of detectors.
In this way, reset for bad events can be performed (the computer ready signal) at an early
stage. The chip resets within 1 jus. In this way energies can be read out even without the
presence of set-latch.

The processing of the timing signals is a compromise in order to limit the number of cables
out of the target vacuum chamber and to reduce the pin count of the chip. The chip do
not include CFD for the time signal, time walk effects will be compensated in the off-line
analysis using the associated energy pulse.

5.3.3 The Data Acquisition System

The chips are connected to each other on a common bus within the target chamber. Outside
the chamber a read out controller (ROCO) contains ADCs and event buffers. The user
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SPARCStation512
128 Mb memory
11 Gbdisk, Exabyte NCD X-terminals

SIRI

Figure 5.4: Rear-end acquisition system.

can set certain thresholds by computer control, i.e. signal widths and logical signals to the
chips via the ROCO.

The data acquisition system is designed to handle the high data rate, which is more that
10 times higher than earlier. The rear-end system, shown in Fig. 5.4, is built around a
SparcStation 10/512, with an interface (Bit3) to the VME crate, where a single board
computer takes care of the event builder process. The data transfer system is designed to
give a fast data stream out to an Exabyte tape.

Further details on this project are given in ref. *) and in section 4.4 of this report.

References:

1. M. Guttormsen
SIRI, A proposal for a multi-detector AE-E particle telescope
Department of Physics Report, UiO/PHYS/92-21 (1992)

5.4 Liquid nitrogen filling system for Ge detectors

S. Messelt and M. Guttormsen

An automatic liquid nitrogen filling system for Ge detectors has been build. The detectors
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will be connected to a 200 liter dewar with isolated tygothane tubes and crygenic solenoid
valves (ASCO). To control the system we use an old PC with a commercial I/O card. The
TTL input/output card provides eight ports selectable as input or output, each 8 bits wide.
The program is written in Turbo-C.
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Figure 5.5: The liquid nitrogen filling system (with only one detector connected)

To operate the solenoid valves, the TTL-signals from the PC are converted to 24 volts
signals in a control module. The valves are normally closed, and the filling procedure
starts by opening the main valve at the dewar and one of the manifold valves connected
to a Ge detector. Overflow is detected by the voltage change in a light emitting diode
when it cools down by the overflowing liquid nitrogen. The voltage change is converted
to a TTL-signal in the control module and sent to the PC which closes the valve. If no
overflow signal is detected within a given time period, the valve to the detector is closed
and an alarm is given.

This procedure is repeated for all detectors. Then the main valve at the big dewar is closed
and a valve in the mainifold which not is connected to any detector^ is opened for a short
time to drain the manifold and the tube from the big dewar. The system will then wait
for a given number of hours before starting filling the detector dewars again.

The status of the system is displayed on the PC monitor and also written to a file. Using
a PC and Turbo-C makes is very easy to write and modify the control program, and also
to provide a remote connection to the system via the RS-232 serial port.

Private communication with Anssi Savelius in the cyclotron group in Jyvaskyla is highly
appreciated.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Nuclear Physics

6.1 Introduction

The experimental work at the Cyclotron Laboratory is dedicated to the study of nuclear
structure at low spin and high excitation energy, by measuring charged particles from light-
ion transfer reactions, mainly (3He,a) in coincidence with 7-rays, using the 28 Nal 7-ray
detector array CACTUS combined with Si particle telescopes. In this way the 7-decay
pattern can be studied as a function of the initial excitation energy from the ground state
up to Ex ~ 40 MeV.

In order to increase the efficiency of the particle-7 coincidence setup further, the design
of the SIRI multi-detector system has been initiated (see section 5.2). The combination
of SIRI and CACTUS will be a very powerful instrument in the study of both nuclear
properties and reaction mechanisms as functions of temperature.

In heated nuclei (a few MeV or higher above the yrast line), statistical concepts must be
used for describing the nuclear structure due to the near exponentially increasing level
density and the extensive configuration mixing. The nuclear properties in this highly
excited regime may be divided into two categories:
i) average properties, which vary slowly with Ex and are related to thermodynamic concepts
n) the fluctuation properties, which provide a statistical characterization of the microscopic
structure of the various eigenstates.

The study of the average properties of nuclear structure involves the determination of ther-
modynamic quantities as level density and temperature as functions of excitation energy,
and the search for thermodynamic phase transitions. A method has been developed for
the simultaneous determination of the level density and the 7-ray strength function. Phase
transitions, like the quenching of pair correlations, are expected to be revealed as irregu-
larities in the level density, as step structures or constant temperature regions. Collective
excitations, which contain information about correlations between nucleons, may appear
as fine structure in the 7-ray strength function. Such signatures have indeed been observed
experimentally for the nuclides 162Dy and 1<2Yb. Data on more nuclei has been collected
during a series of experiments in 1997.

In order to verify these discoveries and investigate the phenomena with higher energy
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resolution, we have applied for the use of 6 70% Ge detectors (Eurogam Phase 1) for three
months in 1998. This project, named GRIS after the geometry of the setup and described
in more detail in subsection 6.2.7 involves a broad international collaboration.

We also aim at generalizing the particle-7 coincidence approach and the associated methods
of analysis to larger regions of nuclear phase space. In particular, participated in heavy-
ion collision experiments with strong charged particle channels at GASP, Legnaro, in the
spring of 1997.

The transition from ordered to chaotic nucleonic motion is expected to show up in the
fluctuation properties of the nuclear states. Level statistics indicates. that the nucleus
has a rather chaotic structure in the neutron resonance region. In well-deformed nuclei
the degree of K mixing may serve as a more sensitive probe for remains of order in the
nuclear structure. Studies of the primary 7-decay after thermal neutron capture have
revealed a clear correlation between the transition intensity and the final-state it-value,
more pronounced after thermal than after average resonance capture, which might signify
remains of order. In the thermal case, the transition probability distributions for K-
allowed and A'-forbidden transitions also have shapes associated with different numbers
n of degrees of freedom. Several physical explanations for this puzzling observation have
been discussed. In order to look for possible doorway state effects, a study of possible
correlations between probabilities for populating known low-lying states through (n,7) and
(d,p) reactions is planned.

The contributions during the year in the study of nuclear behavior at moderate tempera-
tures and low spin are presented in section 6.2.

The study of discrete nuclear states close to the yrast region is continued. These studies
have been made with the NORDBALL collaboration at NBI, Ris0, Denmark. This in-
cludes studies of nuclear level- and decay schemes, nuclear moments, lifetimes and 7-ray
angular correlations. These experiments given a comprehensive amount of data. Computer
programs for the analysis have been implemented on our local workstation, and the main
part of our data analysis is now performed locally. The reports are presented in section
6.3.

With the advent of ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions in the laboratory in 1986 (CERN
and Brookhaven), a new interdisciplinary field emerged from the traditional domains of
nuclear and particle physics. What may make this field particularly interesting is the
prediction of QCD that at high energy densities matter is predicted to undergo a phase
transition to an entirely new state, the quark-gluon plasma (QGP).

The nuclear physics group works within the CERN collaborations WA97 and NA57. The
work has focused on the measurement and study of the strange particle production in the
nuclear collisions. The enhancement of such production is seen as a possible signature of
the creation of the quark gluon plasma (QGP). In 1997 the NA57 collaboration did its first
experiment, and 20 million p+Pb events were collected.

The building of the future Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in CERN was finally decided in
1994. As an integral part of the experimental program for LHC a dedicated heavy ion
collider (ALICE) that will take data in year 2005 has been accepted. With a center-of-
mass energy of 6.1 TeV per nucleon, this will bring us into the true high-energy heavy-ion
regime with a qualitatively improved environment for the study of strongly interacting
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matter. In 1997 the Norwegian activity within the ALICE detector development has been
concentrated on tests of the read-out electronics for the PHOS detector, which measures
electromagnetic radiation from the plasma. Also further studies of the data acquisition
system (DAQ) for ALICE have been conducted.

During the years 2000-2005 the accelerators in CERN will be closed while the new LHC
facility is being installed. For this period we have joined the BRAHMS project that
will execute nucleus-nucleus collision experiments in the RHIC collider (Brookhaven) at
100 GeV per nucleon per beam. This experiment will in particular address proton and
antiproton production both in the central and in the fragmentation region. The semi-
inclusive spectra of charged pions and kaons over a wide range of rapidity and transverse
momentum will also be studied.

The reports from these studies are given in section 6.4.

6.2 Nuclear Properties at Moderate Temperature and Low
Spin

6.2.1 Simulation of Statistical 7-Ray Spectra

A. Schiller, G. Munoz, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, E. Melby, J. Rekstad and S. Siem

A model for the statistical decay of even-even excited rare earth nuclei has been developed
and implemented in a FORTRAN computer code [1]. An excellent overall agreement of
the model with our experimental data could be achieved. Especially, the so called 1 MeV
peak, which is formed by transitions from vibrational states to the ground state rotational
band, could be reproduced in the simulated spectra.

In the case of 162Dy, the agreement of the high resolution spectrum with experiment is
striking as one can see in Fig. 6.1. It is interesting to see, that the feeding of the ground
state rotational band can only be seen from high K bands [2]. This is a feature which
should be investigated further. It might be possible to trace back a K distribution up
to excitation energies around 8 MeV, applying a statistical analysis to the experimental
ground state band side feeding.

References

[1] G. Munoz cand. scient. thesis, Department of Physics, University of Oslo, 1996,
and the computer code Decay, G. Munoz et al.
Department of Physics, University of Oslo, 1996, unpublished.

[2] A. Schiller et al., Department of Physics Report UiO/PHYS/97-07 (1997)
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of experimental and simulated high-resolution spectra around 1
MeV. Although no fine tuning of the model is done with respect to branching ratios in the
discrete level region, even the relative strengths of transitions around 1 MeV turn out to
be quite accurate.

6.2.2 The 162Dy(3He,a) Reaction

A. Schiller, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, E. Melby, S. Messelt, J. Rekstad, S. Siem and
T. S. Tveter

Two 162Dy(3He,a) experiments have been carried out in April and October 1997. The
combined analysis of the raw data is almost finished. The particle detector, Ge(HP)
detector and all time spectra are aligned and calibrated, and correct gates can be applied
on those spectra. As one example, the summed Ge(HP) detector spectrum in coincidence
with a-particles is given in Fig. 6.2. The ct-particle energy for this spectrum was chosen in
that way, that the (a 3n) channel becomes the dominating exit channel. The transitions
in the spectra are therefore transitions in the lo8Dy nucleus.

6.2.3 The 167Er(3He,a) Reaction

E. Melby, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, S. Messelt, J. Rekstad, A. Schiller, and S. Siem

The 16'Er(3He,a) experiment was performed at the Cyclotron Laboratory in November
1997. It is a part of the systematic study of rare earth nuclei, especially searching for
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Figure 6.2: Ge(HP) detector spectrum in coincidence with a particles leading to the 3n exit
channel. One can see many yrast transitions and some transitions from the 7-vibrational
band to the ground state band. In addition some background lines are visible.
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Figure 6.3: The sum of all total energy spectra of all particle telescopes. Positioned at
around 44 MeV is the elastic 3He peak, the a peak at around 55 MeV corresponds to
approximately 2.3 MeV in excitation energy in the nucleus 166Er. The next peak is the
ground state band of this nucleus. The knee in the spectrum around 18 MeV is caused by
the discrimination of Z = 1 particles in the front counters.

the nuclear level density, the 7-ray strength function and possible dependency of the K-
quantum number in the 7-decay from highly excited nuclear states.

The 167Er target was isotopically enriched to 95.6% and had a thickness of 1.5 mg/cm2.
The projectile energy was 45 MeV, and the Q-value of the reaction was Q = 14.142 MeV.
The detector array CACTUS contains 8 Si particle telescopes, 2 Ge(HP) crystals and 27
Nal scintillation detectors.

The analysis of the raw data is in progress. So fare the telescopes and time spectra are
aligned and calibrated. The total energy spectrum of the particles and the total time
spectra are shown in Figure 6.3 and 6.4, respectively.

6.2.4 Back-shifted Fermi gas model

K. Ingeberg, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, E. Melby, S. Messelt, J. Rekstad, A. Schiller
and S. Siem

There has been some discussion on whether the back-shifted Fermi gas model is justified.
The level density of the model can be described by the formula

; 12(C/ + T)2

where A is the rotational parameter and a is taken as W/Ama

nuclear temperature T is related to the intrinsic energy U by

U = aT2 - T,

where the intrinsic energy is given by

(6.1)

(in units of MeV"1). The

(6.2)
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Figure 6.4: The upper panel shows the summed Nal(Tl) detector time spectrum with
respect to the telescopes (0.4 ns/ch), and the lower panel shows the corresponding spectrum
for the Ge(HP) detectors (0.35 ns/ch). The spectra have been fitted to calculate the center,
FVVHM maximum and total area.
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Figure 6.5: Singles (3He,a)-spectrum of 149Sm compared with a smoothed (d,t) particle
spectrum obtained with a magnetic spectrograph [2].

U(I) = Ex-Eyrast(I)-S. (6.3)

Here, 5 is called the back-shift parameter.

A preliminary test on the extracted experimental level density [1] of the 162Dy nucleus,
indicates that the back-shifted Fermi gas formula gives a poor description. The problem
is that, in a logarithmic plot, the experimental level density is almost a straight line going
through 0 MeV of excitation energy, while the model (with a back-shift of 8 = 2A) is a
curved line starting at 2 MeV. The difficulties may be solved by adjusting the parameters
of the formulas above.

We will also look more closely at the temperature dependence of the model. The model
assumes that the temperature T varies, but the experimental data indicates that T is
approximately constant. This is surprising since T~l = d(lnp)/dEx. This may be related
to the trial function po described in ref. [1], which is based on a constant temperature level
density.

The model will be tested on the 171Yb, 161Dy, 16hxir and l48Sm nuclei populated in the
(3He,ct) reaction.

Fig. 6.5 describes the single a-particle spectrum from the 149Sm(3He,a)148Sm reaction,
compared with the results from high-resolution magnetic spectrograph [2], where the
149Sm(d,t)148Sm reaction was applied. After smoothing the (d,t) spectrum with our par-
ticle resolution of 250 keV (FVVHM), one can see from the figure that the spectra are
surprisingly similar despite the very different reactions used.
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Figure 6.6: The a — 7 coincidence matrix from the reaction 149Sm(3He,a:).

In Fig. 6.6 is shown the coincidence matrix as a function of gamma energy (Ky) and
excitation energy (Ex). The rich structure of peaks in this landscape displays the shell
structure of this almost spherical nucleus.
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6.2.5 Garnma-Ray Angular Distributions and Polarization Measurements
of the 163Dy(3He,a7)

162Dy Reaction

S. Rezazadeh, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, E. Melby, J. Rekstad, A. Schiller and S. Siem

Multipole transitions of nuclei are important parts of their dynamic properties. Neither
measuring the energy of an emitted 7-ray, nor measuring the lifetime gives us reliable infor-
mation about the multipole character. To determine the multipole order of a 7-radiation
we must measure the angular distribution of the radiation, and in order to distinguish
electric from magnetic radiation, it is necessary to do additional measurements, such as
measuring the polarization of the radiation.

In our study of the reaction 163Dy(3He,Q'7)162Dy with beam energy E — 45 MeV and
Q = 14.3 MeV, we measured cry-coincidences. We measured angular distributions of
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Figure 6.7: The angular distribution of 7-rays with respect to the recoiling nucleus for the
163Dy (3He,cry) 162Dy reaction. The upper distribution is for the ground state band transi-
tions with £ly = 0.18-0.29 MeV. The lower distribution is for transitions from vibrational
bands to the ground state band with E1 = 0.5-1.5 MeV. The solid curves are least-squares
fits to the nine data points.



emitted 7-rays with respect to the recoiling nucleus. The analysis was performed by least-
squares fit to the theoretical expression:

W(O) = Ao + A2 P2(cosO) + A4 P4{cose)

The FL(COSO) are Legendre polynomials with 0 being the angle between emitted 7-ray
and the direction of the recoiling nucleus. The angular distribution in the energy region
2?7=0.18-0.29 MeV, which are ground state band transitions 4 + —> 2 + and 6+ —> 4 + , sug-
gests stretched E2 radiation (see Figure 6.7). Furthermore the angular distribution in the
energy region £7=0.5-1.5 MeV, which are transitions from vibrational bands to the ground
state band, suggests multipole mixing, dipole or unstretched quadrupole radiation. In the
energy region Ey= 1.5-3.0 MeV, which can be described by the Fermi gas model, we find
the angular distribution coefficients of A2 = +0.161 ±0.008 and A4 = +0.055±0.011. And
finally the coefficients for the energy region E~,= 3.0-6.0 MeV, are A2 = +0.065 ± 0.016
and A4 = —0.009 ± 0.021. Note the low 7-ray intensities in this region which results in
high statistical uncertainty. The experimental results show the importance of studying
polarization. With this in mind we measured the asymmetry A which is proportional to
the polarization parameter, for the four regions of energy which are discussed earlier. The
7-7-coincidence between two neighboring Nal-detectors determines the scattering direc-
tion, either parallel or perpendicular to the recoiling nucleus direction. The asymmetry is
defined as A = § with P being polarization parameter and Q polarization sensitivity. The
asymmetry is positive for the first energy region, and negative for the last three regions.

Studies of angular distributions for different excitation energy regions are in progress.

6.2.6 Simultaneous Extraction of Level Density and 7-Ray Strength
Function

A. Bjerve, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, E. Melby, S. Messelt, J. Rekstad, A. Schiller,
S. Siem and T. S. Tveter

In this work, we use a method developed to extract level density and 7-ray strength function
from experimental data [1, 1]. It is assumed that the energy distribution r(Ex, E^) of first
generation 7-rays emitted from excited nucleus in the statistical regime can be expressed
as

T(Ex,E~/) = F(E-r) •/>(£/), (6.4)

where U = Ex — En. Here, p(U) is the level density at the final state, and F(E-y) is
proportional to E^x+1f(E^), where /(£?

7) is the strength function. For the purpose of this
work, the 7-energy dependent factor that will be extracted, is taken to be F(E^) = J5™
where n « 4.2. A computer program, named rhosig, has been developed to simultaneously
calculate p(U) and F(E^) from experimental first generation 7-ray matrices [2].

An important part of this work is to check the properties of the algorithm implemented in
this program. Recently, the sliding effect [3] on the output functions has been eliminated,
and the program now converges properly.

It is also of interest to find the best set of parameters for the trial functions. These
parameters include the temperature T and the exponent n, which by default are set to T
= 530 keV and n = 4.2. They may however, vary with different nuclei, and should perhaps
be decided before used in this process.
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Figure 6.8: Upper panel: Level density p(U) and 7-ray strength function F(E^) averaged
over all Ex. Lower panel: The same functions divided by the trial functions Po(U) =
deulT and F0(EJ = C2£^2.



The reaction used in these experiments is the (3He,a)-reaction performed on nuclei in the
rare earth region (see Fig. 6.8). It would be interesting to compare p(U) and F(Ey) from
this reaction with the corresponding functions from the (3He,3He') reaction applied on a
neighboring nucleus to see if the way of formation influences p(U) and F(E^).
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6.2.7 High-Resolution Measurements of Level Densities and 7-Ray Strengtl
Functions

S. Siem1, P.A. Butler2, T.L. Khoo3, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, F. Ingebretsen, G. L0vh0i-
den, E. Melby, S. Messelt, E. A. Olsen, J. Rekstad, A. Schiller, P.O. TJ0m, T.S. Tveter,
J.C. Wikne and S.W. 0degard

Significant fine structure in both the level density and the strength function have recently
been revealed in the rare earth nuclei 162Dy and 172Yb, produced by the (3He,a) reaction.
This might be signatures of the breakdown in pairing correlations and of collective dipole
modes built on excited states. The measurements were made with the CACTUS detector
array, which contains 28 Nal scintillation detectors. These results are quite unexpected and
amount to an important extension of our knowledge of nuclear structure. An international
collaboration was formed with the goal of exploring these hitherto undiscovered features
in more detail.

Our plans are to perform high-resolution measurements at the Oslo Cyclotron Laboratory,
employing high-efficiency Ge detectors with Compton suppression. We would therefore like
to borrow six Eurogam Phase I 70% Ge detectors with BGO shields. The detectors will be
placed perpendicular to the beam direction forming a ring, thereby the name GRIS, which
stands for Germanium Ring Setup.

We have made some rough estimates on the efficiency of 6 Ge-detectors compared to the
CACTUS detector array (see table 6.1). We accumulated spectra using a 60Co source and
compared the photo efficiency of a 65% Ge-detector and CACTUS. The efficiency at E7

= 8 MeV was found using the relative efficiency curve for Gammasphere detectors. The
relative efficiency curve for CACTUS is well known. To get as good statistics as previous
experiments with CACTUS (see table 6.1) we will use the new particle detector SIRI,
which will increase the efficiency by a factor of 10.

1 On leave, Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
2Oliver Lodge Laboratory, University of Liverpool, Liverpool L69 3BX, U. K.
3 Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
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Gamma,
energy

1.17 MeV
1.33 MeV
8.0 MeV

CACTUS
28 NaI+8 telescopes

1
0.93
0.34

GRIS
6 Ge+8 telescopes

0.39
0.36
0.12

GRIS + SIRI
6 Ge+64 telescopes

rs-' A
~ i

Table 6.1: Comparison of the photo-efficiency (for particle-7 coincidences) of 6 Ge-detectors
and the CACTUS detector array.

6.2.8 A'-Hindrance in Primary 7-Decay after Thermal and ARC Neu-
tron Capture

E. Melby, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, J. Rekstad, A. Schiller, S. Siem R. K. Sheline4 and
T.S. Tveter

In a series of recent papers, evidence has been presented for an apparent A'-hindrance effect
in the primary 7-decay of states populated through thermal and average resonance neutron
capture in deformed nuclei. Details are explained in Ref. [1]. A striking observation is that
the A'-hindrance seems considerably more profound in thermal neutron capture than in
ARC.

In order to search for possible differences in the statistical behavior of allowed and forbidden
transitions after ARC and thermal neutron capture, the observed transition probability
distributions were compared with theoretical model calculations [2]. The number of initial
states decaying, n, is the degrees of freedom of the theoretical distribution.

Comparison of the theoretical and the experimental distributions of reduced relative tran-
sition probabilities after thermal neutron capture shows an astonishing difference between
A'-allowed and A"-forbidden transitions after thermal neutron capture. The allowed and
forbidden distributions have shapes associated with different numbers n of degrees of free-
dom. The allowed transitions roughly follow a distribution with five degrees of freedom, n
= 5, and the distribution of forbidden transitions is well reproduced assuming^ = 2. The
theoretical ARC distribution show a best fit to the experimental distribution assuming
a number of n ~ 110 degrees of freedom for both the forbidden and allowed transitions.
More details on this investigation and possible interpretations are found in ref. [2].

We now plan an empirical study of correlations between transition probability and final-
state microscopic structure, for instance in terms of similarity to the entrance configuration,
as initiated by Soloviev[3]. It will also be interesting to trace the hindrance for various
spin members of rotational bands.

More sophisticated simulations, encompassing possible entrance-exit correlation effects and
single-particle selection rules, are also needed. Experimental studies aimed at understand-
ing the capture, thermalization and decay processes and the quantum structure of the
narrow resonances and the continuum between them, would be of great value.

The fact that there is sometimes correlation and sometimes anti-correlation between the
probabilities for populating low-lying states after the (n, 7) and (d, p) reactions, is probably

4 Departments of Chemistry and Physics, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306, USA
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to be understood in terms of the specific character of the capturing states[4]. A compar-
ison between these two reaction types might therefore be a valuable tool for studying the
entrance configuration.
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6.3 High Spin Properties of Nuclear States

6.3.1 Octupole Structures in 226U

P.T. Greenless, N. Amzal, P.A. Butler, K.J. Cann, J.F.C. Cocks, D. Hawcroft, G.D . Jones,
A. Andreyev, T. Enqvist, P. Fallon, M. Guttormsen, K. Helariutta, P.M. Jones, R. Julin,
S. Juutinen, H. Kankaanpaa, P. Kuusiniemi, M. Leino, S. Messelt, M. Muikku, A. Salvelius,
A. Schiller, S. Siem, W.H. Trzaska, T. Tveter and F. Uusitalo

Our knowledge and understanding of octupole structures in the actinide region ha s been in-
creased significantly [1, 2, 3]. Only five nuclei in the mass region wit h N~134, 222>224-226p{,a
and 224i226Th, exhibit alignment properties expected for octupole deformation at suffi-
ciently high rotational frequencies (ft > 0.2 MeV). It is expected [4] that 226U should
posses a deep minimum in the potation surface for non-zero /?3.

The experiment was performed using the 208Pb(22Ne, 4n) 226U react ion with 112 MeV
beam delivered by the K130 cyclotron of the University ofJyvaskyla. Promt 7-rays emitted
at target position were collected with the JUROSPHERE array in delayed coincidence with
the implants into the RITU detecto r. The technique of recoil-decay tagging was employed.

For the first time excited states of 226U could be identified. Interleaved bands of positive
and negative parity states suggest the octupole nature of this nucleus. The extracted
E1/E2 7-ray branching ratios, suggest that 226U possesses one of the largest El moment
near to the ground state of the nucle i in this mass region.
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6.3.2 Tilted Rotation in a Triaxial SD Well and ND Residual Interac-
tions in 164Lu

R.A. Bark, M. Bergström, G.B. Hagemann, A. Harsmann, N. Hashimoto, B. Herskind,
T. Saitoh, G. Sletten, S. Törmänen, A. Bracco, R. Chapman, D.M. Cullen, C. Fahlander,
S. Frattini, A. Görgen, H. Hubel, H. Jensen, S.L. King, S. Lenzi, D. Napoli, C. Petrache,
H. Ryde, B. Schulze, U. van Severen, P.O. Tjørn, C. Ur, S.W. Ødegård.

The odd-odd nucleus 164Lu is a good candidate in the N ~ 94 and Z ~ 71 mass region to
look for pronounced exotic nuclear shapes, like triaxial superdeformation]!, 2]. In addition,
it is possible to observe directly band interactions between a large number of bands of
different quasiparticle structures. In particular doubly odd nuclei offer a unique possibility
to study proton-neutron interactions.

Excited states in 164Lu were populated in the 139La(29Si,4n) and 149Srn(19F,4n) reactions.
In the former reaction the 29Si beam at energy of 145 MeV was provided by the Legnaro
XTU tandem accelerator and the 7-rays were detected with the EUROBALL array consist-
ing of 13 clusters, 25 clovers and 28 single element tapered detectors. All together about
3.8 x 109 events of unsuppressed fold 6 or greater were collected. During the presort some
of the detector elements have been disqualified, because of poor resolution or continuous
shifting, leaving 25 tapered detectors, 75 cluster elements and 96 clover elements. After
presorting about 2.3 X 109 clean, triple or higher fold events, were saved. In the second
experiment the 164Lu was studied with the reaction 149Sm(19F,4n) at a bombarding energy
of 85 MeV. The 19F beam was provided by the FN tandem accelerator at the Niels Bohr
Institute. The data was collected with the NORDBALL detector consisting of 18 Compton-
suppressed Ge-detectors and 2 LEP detectors. The 7-ray multiplicities were measured by
a 50 elements BaF2 inner ball. The target was a 96.7% enriched, self-supporting 4mg/cm2

149Sm foil. The purpose of the NORDBALL experiment was to study the low energy part
and possible isomers in 164Lu, while the EUROBALL data offers better information for
the high-spin part.

Great care has been taken in the presorting of the EUROBALL data set. Since the 164Lu
experiment at EUROBALL was one of the very first ones, various starting problems as
for example instability of many detector elements occurred. The behaviour of all detector
elements has been checked by dividing the data in to equally sized time slots. For each
slot, both the energy and time spectra for each detector element, about 12000 spectra, have
been checked to trace possible shifts during the experiment. To automatize this process,
the group at NBITAL has developed new programs to create and to check all these spectra.
The presorting has been completed and the analysis of the first cubes and hypercube is
proceeding.

The present EUROBALL data contains an overwhelming information on rotational bands
in 164Lu. This data set contains about 7 other nuclei, and the present knowledge of some of
these nuclei is also expected to be extended. In particular for 163Lu, the connections from
the known, ref. [2], triaxial SD band to the normal deformed states could be firmly deter-
mined. Preliminary results have revealed a multitude, ~7 new, presumably triaxial, SD
bands in 163'164Lu, which may belong to both of the calculated [1] minima with 7 ~ ±20°.
These bands have dynamical moments of inertia similar to those found in 163'165Lu [1].
Some of these new bands appear from the transition energies most likely to be signature
partners. At present, only one of the strongest populated bands has been connected to
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Figure 6.9: (a) Sum of gates on transitions in the triaxial SD band connected bottom of
164Lu. One of the connecting transitions is marked, (b) Excitation energy versus spin
for the band shown in part (a) together with the yrast band in 164Lu relative to a rigid
reference.

known [3, 4, 5] normal deformed bands in 164Lu. Decays are found to several states of both
positive and negative parity, which provides a good estimate of the spin, and negative par-
ity for that particular band. The regular band properties as well as the excitation energy
relative to the yrast band with the configuration irhn/2 <8> ^13/2 a r e illustrated below.
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6.3.3 Spectroscopy in 167Tm, the N=98 Puzzle

H.J. Jensen, P.O. Tj0m, D. Foltescu, A. Gadea, W. Gast, R.M. Lieder, R. Menegazzo,
D.R. Napoli, Z. Podolyak, and C. Ur.

In several odd-Z rare-earth nuclei, with proton numbers between 67 and ~ 75, the 7r/z9/2[541 1/:
Nilsson configuration with a = +1/2 exhibits some anomalous features concerning the
crossing frequency, hu!c, the gain in aligned angular momentum, Aix, and the interac-
tion strength at the crossing with the S-band, in which the first pair of 'i13/2 quasineu-
trons has aligned. While most rotational bands in odd-Z nuclei have crossing features
very similar to the corresponding crossing in the even-even neighbours, the crossing in
the [541 l/2~](cc = +1/2) band is shifted to higher frequencies, with a smaller gain in
aligned angular momentum and a larger interaction strength. A clear exception from the
systematic trend for the [541 l/2~](ct = +1/2) bands has been reported for the N = 98
isotones [1]. The Tm, Lu, Ta and Re isotones show not a large, but a small shift in the
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Figure 6.10: Aligned angular momenta, ix, for bands in 16rTm relative to a reference config-
uration with a moment of inertia parametrized by the Harris parameters Jo = 43.0h2/MeV
and Jx = 50.0h4/MeV3.

crossing frequency, and depending on Z, a significantly reduced gain in aligned angular mo-
mentum. For 167Tm a value as small as Aix = 2.4 ± 0.4/?, has been determined [1], whereas
Aix = 7.1 ± 0.5h is observed for the AB crossing of the yrast band in 168Yb. This is sofar
the largest observed difference in the gain of alignment for the AB crossing between an
odd-Z nucleus and the neighbouring even-even isotones in the rare-earth region. Experi-
mental values of TWJC and Aix for the [541 l/2~](a = +1/2) band in the N = 98 isotones of
Tm through Re are discussed and contrasted with Cranked Shell Model predictions, based
on frequency diabatic configurations, in [1]. It is found that it is not possible to reproduce
the data. In order to study the peculiar alignment pattern we have made a new study
of 167Tm. Previous to our experiment the alignment pattern for the "normal" behaving
bands and the unfavoured signature of the [541 l/2~] band in 167Tm was unknown. The
production of 167Tm in a heavy-ion xn reaction is not possible unless "very light" heavy
ion beams are used. This could for example be 6'7Li, 10Be or 1 O i l l B. We have chosen to use
the reaction 16OGd(HB,4n)167Tm, Ebeam = 55 MeV, at the INFN, Laboratori Nazionali
di Legnaro, Italy, using the GASP array consisting of 40 large Compton suppressed Ge
detectors and the BGO inner ball. The target used was a thin 0.47 mg/cm2 l60Gd metallic
foil enriched to 97.86%. About 0.9 • 109 double and higher fold events were collected in the
experiment. The data have been gain matched and sorted into 2D and 3D matrices using
gates on sum-energy, multiplicity and the prompt Ge time signal.

The level scheme previously established by Olbrich et al. [2] has been confirmed except for
the bands built on the 7r(Z5/2[411 3/2+] and 7rd5/2[402 5/2+] orbitals. The bands built on
the nhg/2[54l 1/2"], JTA U / 2 [523 7/2"],
^3/2[411 l /2+ ] and 7n/7/2[404 7/2+] single particle configurations have been extended by
several (6-8) transitions. The rotational bands built on the [541 l/2~] configuration are
now established in the spin range from 1/2 to dl/2h and from 3/2 to 59/2h for the favoured
and the unfavoured signatures, respectively. Also the previously established 7-vibrational
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bands [2], with the assignments {[404 7/2+], K + 2} and [523 3/2~] + {[541 1/2"], K - 2}
have been confirmed and extended by several transitions.

All bands in 167Tm, which are well established through the first band crossing, show an al-
most identical alignment pattern with the exception of the two signatures of the [541 l/2~]
band, as shown in fig. 1. The other bands in 167Tm have values of hu>c ~ 0.28 MeV and
Aix ~ 6 - 7h, which are all comparable to the values for the neighbouring even-even iso-
tones, emphasizing the special features of the [541 l/2~](a = +1/2) configuration. The
alignment pattern for the unfavoured signature is clearly different from both the favoured
signature and any of the "normal" behaving bands. The unfavoured signature undergoes a
distinct gradual alignment with a value of Aix which is larger than the one for the favoured
signature, but comparable to the values for the other bands. Finally the crossing occurs
at a lower frequency than any of the other bands.
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6.3.4 High Spin States in 177Ir and 175Re. First Observation of the Un-
favoured Signature and the Yrare Extension of the nil3/2 [660 l/2+]
Nilsson Configuration.

S.W. 0degard, P.O. Tj0m, R.A. Bark, R. Bengtsson, I.G. Bearden, G.B. Hagemann,
B. Herskind, F. Ingebretsen, S. Leoni, M. Mattiuzzi, H. Ryde, T. Shizuma, S. Skoda,
K. Strahle and J. Wrzesinski.

The proton intruder configuration based on the i13/2 [660 l /2+] orbital attracts special in-
terest due to the polarizing effects bye the odd proton on the nuclear core. This configura-
tion was observed in two NORDBALL experiments, populating high spin states in 177Ir and
175Re. Partial results regarding the extension of the i13/2 [660 l /2+] and /i9/2 [541 l/2~]
intruder orbitals have been published [1]. Further analysis has been done and an interest-
ing result is the observation of three bands associated with the 1*13/2 configuration in 177Ir.
Based on DCO ratios and values of B(M1)/B(E2) for the interband transitions two of the
bands are interpreted as the favoured and unfavoured signature, while the last band is
assigned to the yrare extension of the band. The aligned angular momentum vs rotational
frequency and the energy relative to a rigid rotor vs the spin of the levels for the three
bands in 177Ir are plotted in Figure 6.11 The interaction between the one- and three quasi
particle band is estimated to Vj13/2 « 77 keV [1].
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Figure 6.11: Aligned angular momentum vs rotational frequency, a reference wi 9 0 =
30.0^ey i^t = 77'.0jj1'ys is subtracted, and level energies relative to a rigid rotor vs level
spin.

6.3.5 Intruder Bands and Shape Changes in m Ir and 172Pt

R.A. Bark, S. Tormanen, B. Cederwall, T. Back, S.W. 0degard, J. Cocks, P. Jones,
R. Julin, S. Juutinen, H. Kettunen, M. Leino, P. Rahkila.

The nuclear deformation associated with the 7ri13/2 bands in Re and Ir isotopes is pre-
dicted [1] to stretch, increasing in prolate deformation, with increasing angular momen-
tum. This can be interpreted as a crossing between a less-deformed band (g) and a more
deformed band (d). Such effects are predicted and observed in the Os cores, where kinks
in the alignment curves, before the alignment of i13/2 neutrons, have been interpreted as
the crossing between the g and d bands. In 172Os, measurements [2] of Qt values confirm
this scenario. However, the alignment patterns of the 7ri13/2 bands, while consistent with
the shape stretching scenario, do not show indications of shape changes as dramatic as ob-
served in 172interpretations, such as proton-neutron interactions. A bandcrossing can most
easily be observed if the moment-of-inertia of the crossing bands are sufficiently distinct.
This is expected to occur for very neutron deficient nuclei, in the neighbourhood of 172Os
with N=96. To observe a clear g-d crossing in a 7ri13/2 band, the nucleus m The reaction
116Sn(58Ni,p2n)171Ir was employed at 260 MeV. This reaction had been attempted at NBI
using the PEX array, and candidate lines identified, but due to oxygen contamination on
the target, a level scheme could not be constructed. Despite a 7sec lifetime, confirmation
of the candidate lines in 171Ir was obtained by a-decay tagging with RITU by running two
shifts at low beam intensities. Gamma-gamma recoil coincidences were then recorded at
higher beam currents.

A level scheme for 171Ir is now nearing completion. The yrast band, as in 173Ir [3], is based
on the 7T/IU/2 orbital. This band has a large signature splitting which may be consistent
with a large 7-deformation. The yrast band is fed by two strongly populated dipoie bauds,
one of which could be the s-band. Only one decoupled band has been identified (by a-decay
tagging) in l r l I r . As it is not linked to the rest of the level scheme, its spin and parity is
unknown. It is likely to be the nh9j2 band, as this band is expected to lie lower in energy
than the 7r/13/2 band.

The channels populated most strongly in the reaction were 171Os and 172Os. This has
enabled 4 new bands to be identified in 171Os. Another weakly populated channel was
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Figure 6.12: Gamma-rays tagged by alpha-particles emitted in the decay of 171Ir.

172Pt.
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6.3.6 Possible Evidence for the Entrance Channel Effect.

M. Kmiecik, A. Maj, B. Herskind, A. Bracco, R. Bark, M. Bergstrom, F. Camera, G. Hage-
mann, N. Hashimoto, A. Holm, S. Leoni, T. Saitoh, T.S. Tveter and P. Varmette.

The entrance channel effect, i.e. the differences in various observables measured in the
decay of the same compound nucleus formed in different reactions, have been investigated
for some time with no firm conclusions. Recently Thoennessen et al. suggested that the
observed entrance channel effects from different projectile-target combinations may be due
to a significant difference in fusion times. In order to see if such effects exist and are visible
in the decay of the compound system, we have investigated experimentally the two reac-
tions: 60Ni + 110Pd at bombarding energies of 255 and 260 MeV, and 48Ti + 122Te at 208
and 215 MeV. The bombarding energies and the thin targets (« 450 Mg./crn2 were chosen
carefully to match in both reaction the excitation energies of 170W* (E*=55 and 61 MeV)
and maximum angular momenta (Lmax= 59 and 68 h). The experiments were performed
using the PEX-HECTOR setup assembled at the NBI Tandem Accelerator Laboratory.
The difference in the average excitation energies of the fully equilibrated compound sys-
tem formed in the different reactions, may be studied by observing the average number
of emitted neutrons, which can be extracted from the measured 7-ray intensities for each
evaporation channel. The results for E*—55 and 61 MeV are compared in Fig. 6.13. The
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Figure 6.13: Average number of emitted neutrons as a function of 7-ray fold (which is
related to the angular momentum of the residual nucleus): < xn > - pure neutron evapo-
ration channels, < a, xn > - besides neutrons also one o-particle is emitted.

magnitude and behavior of the < xn > values are very similar for both energies (top pan-
els), with a gradual decline with increasing fold reflecting the rotational energy of the yrast
line. It is, as expected, higher for the higher excitation energy. The values of < a,xn >
(middle panels) for E*=55 MeV are also almost identical. For E*=61 MeV however, an
increasing discrepancy between the two reactions can be observed for folds higher than 8,
which corresponds approximately to 50 < / < 70/i. This can be seen more clearly in the
bottom part of Fig. 6.13, where the difference < xn >-< a, xn > is displayed, a quantity
which is related to the excitation energy removed by the a particle. It is almost identical
and fold-independent for the pair of reactions at E*=55 MeV. Above fold 8, for E*—61 MeV
in the more symmetric reaction, the energy removed by an a particle increases strongly
with fold, in contrast to the more asymmetric reaction where it is nearly constant.

This "a-effect" could be explained assuming a higher fraction of Qf-particles emitted before
equilibration in the more symmetric reaction. Since the expected kinetic energy of the par-
ticles emitted before the compound system becomes fully thermalized will on the average
be larger, such a process will cool down the nucleus before the "normal" statistical decay
after equilibration begins. Such a cooling process is qualitatively consistent with the sce-
nario expected from the HICOL calculations, in which the fusion time for the 60Ni + 110Pd
reaction at the highest angular momenta is as long as 10~19 s, comparable to the expected
particle evaporation time.

6.3.7 Experimental Test of the Polarization Directional Correlation Method
(PDCO).

K. Starosta, T. Morek, Ch. Droste, S.G. Rohoziriski, J. Srebrny, A. Wierzchucka, M. Bergstrom,
B. Herskind, E. Melby, T. Czosnyka and P.J. Napiorkowski.
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The study of the Polarization Directional Correlation method (PDCO) for 7-quanta emit-
ted from the nuclear states oriented in fusion-evaporation reaction is discussed with empha-
sis on making unique multipolarity, spin and parity assignments. The method is applied to
the data coming from a typical experiment performed with the EUROGAM II array, where
polarization sensitive CLOVER detectors were used. The accuracy obtained in the exper-
iment for the studied transitions was high enough to exclude, using the PDCO method,
most of the ambiguities, which occur if the assignments are made on the basis of the an-
gular correlation measurements only.

6.3.8 Search for Exotic Shapes in the 114Xe Region by the Symmetric
Reaction, 58Ni + 58Ni.

P.G. Varmette, B. Herskind, G.B. Hagemann, M. Bergstrom, H. Jensen, S. Tormanen,
R.A. Bark, C. Weideman, A. Maj, E. Melby, T. Tveter, S. Siem, B. Cederwall, A. Bracco,
S. Leoni, C. Rossi Alvarez, C. Petrache, C. Ur, D. Napoli, P. Spolaore, C. Fahlander and
De Poli.

A study of the population and de-excitation of the compound nucleus 116Ba is being made
using the combination of GASP, ISIS, and RMS at INFN, Legnaro, Italy. The compound
system was produced with the symmetric reaction of 58Ni + o8Ni. Calculations of the
fusion process when using symmetric and semi-symmetric reactions while taking the low
lying collective modes in the projectile and target into account predict that the compound
nuclear states will be populated at very low excitation energies, less then 10 MeV above
the predicted hyperdeformed states in 114Xe at 1=60 k. An excitation function was made
to ensure population of the highest spin states, where these exotic nuclear shapes have the
best chance of survival. If the compound system lives long enough to emit a particle before
fission then the exotic states can be populated. Hyperdeformed states are being sought in
daughter nuclei particularly after proton a.nd alpha evaporation obtaining extra sensitivity
by combining charged particle-, multiplicity- and mass- selective gating. This study is
ongoing, and progress has been made so far with aligning and calibrating the detectors,
along with obtaining 2 with aligning and calibrating the detectors, along with obtaining 2
dimensional particle and mass selective gates by new software developments.

6.3.9 Search for stable octupole deformation in 225fY

D.G. Burke et al. ( G. L0vh0iden, T.F. Thorsteinsen, K. Nyb0 ) and the ISOLDE collab-
oration

Experimental and theoretical investigations have given evidence for stable octupole defor-
mations in nuclei in a region around A=225. Important signatures for the existence of
reflection-asymmetric nuclear shapes are close-lying states of equal spins and opposite par-
ity which are connected by fast El transitions, and "anomalous" decoupling parameters for
K = l / 2 bands. Such evidence has been found for nuclei around mass 225 [1, 2, 3], and the
present collaboration are in the process of exploring the extent of this region of octupole
deformation.
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Figure 6.14: Level scheme of 225Fr with Nilsson assignments.

Levels in 225Fr have been studied [4] by 7-ray and conversion-electron spectroscopy fol-
lowing the /3-decay of 225Rn, and by the 226Ra(t,a)225Fr single-proton-pickup reaction.
Gamma-ray singles, including multiscaling measurements to check half-lives, and 7 — 7
coincidence measurements were made with Ge detectors. A mini-orange electron spec-
trometer was used to measure conversion-electron singles spectra, and with a Ge detector
to measure e-7 coincidences. The (t,a) reaction was studied using 18 MeV tritons, and
the reaction products were analyzed with a magnetic spectrograph. Multipolarities were
obtained for ~50 7-transitions, and a level scheme was established in which definite spin-
parity values were determined for over 20 of the 48 levels. The KK = | ground state band
and K* = | band at 142.58 keV could be unambiguously assigned to the 3/2~[532] and
3/2+[651] Nilsson orbitals, respectively, and calculations of Coriolis mixing with K -— \
bands above reproduce the irregular energy spacings very well. Tentative assignments
have been suggested for strongly-mixed bands in the region of 200 to 300 keV excitation,
including K = | bands of both parities and a Kn — | one. Although bands of both
parities exist for K = ^ a nd K = § (see Fig. 6.14), there is no experimental evidence to
claim these are parity doublets. El strengths for two transitions connecting the A'7r = |
bands have been extracted from E1/E2 branching ratios, and the values of ~ 8 x 10~4

and ~ 3 X 10~4 Weisskopf units are intermediate between those for nuclides which are
reflection symmetric and those claimed to be octupole deformed. The (t,a) cross sections
are in better agreement with those predicted for the reflection-symmetric case than with
those from an octupole-deformed description, while the single-particle level ordering may
be more easily described with an octupole deformation included. These observations may
be confirming theoretical predictions that octupole correlations are important in 225Fr, but
that there is no large stable octupole deformation.
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Figure 6.15: Assignments of the experimental levels in 227Fr into rotational bands.

[4] D.G. Burke et a l , Nucl.Phys. A612 (1997) 91

6.3.10 The nuclear structure of 227Fr

W. Kurcewicz et al. ( G. L0vh0iden, T.F. Thorsteinsen, K. Nyb0 ) and the ISOLDE col-
laboration

Measurements on the /?~-decay of 227Rn to 227Fr as part of a systematic investigation of the
high mass border of the "island" of octupole deformation in the mass region A w 225 have
been performed [1]. The 7-rays following the decay of 227Rn was investigated by means of
7-ray singles and 77-coincidence measurements with an array of 12 Compton-suppressed
Ge detectors. A fast-timing fljy(t) method was used to measure six level lifetimes. The
multipolarities of 32 transitions in 227Fr have been established by measuring conversion
electrons with a mini-orange electron spectrometer. Most of the observed transitions have
been placed in a level scheme with 38 excited states in 227Fr (see Fig. 6.15). The low-
lying levels are interpreted in terms of seven rotational bands. The observed El strengths
for two transitions connecting the lowest K* = | bands are consistent with the transi-
tional character of 227Fr, and confirm the presence of octupole correlations in this nucleus.
The experimental bandheads are in agreement with a theoretical model by Leander and
Chen [2], taking a small value, 0.04, for the octupole deformation parameter, and are
also in agreement with calculations by Cwiok and Nazarewicz [3], who obtained no static
octupole deformation for 227Fr.
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6.4 High and Intermediate Energy Nuclear Physics

6.4.1 Gross and Fine Structure of Pion Production Excitation Functions
in p-Nucleus and Nucleus-Nucleus Reactions

B. Jakobsson et al. (M. Guttormsen, G. L0vh0iden) and the CHIC collaboration

Pions can be produced in hadron-nucleus and nucleus collisions at energies well below the
free nucleon-nucleon threshold through the collective interaction between several nucleons
or through the boost from the internal nucleon momentum. The overall features of pion
emission are predicted by many models, but the selection among these models is hampered
by the lack of systematic data. By combining the slow ramping operation of the CELCIUS
storage ring with range telescope technique, complete excitation functions for n^ over a
wide range of beam energy have been measured.

Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) calculations with input parameters from refs. [1, 2],
including Fermi momenta of nucleons in nuclei, follow the general shape of the p-nucleus
excitation functions quite well except for a general overestimation of the backward emission.
For heavy ion reactions the calculated yield also falls off faster with decreasing beam energy
than the data show. No statistically significant narrow resonances are observed.

More details on these investigations are found in ref. [3].
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6.4.2 Strangeness Production in Ultrarelativistic Nucleus-Nucleus and
Proton-Nucleus Collisions

A.K. Holme, G. L0vh0iden, P. Sennels, T.S. Tveter and the WA85, WA94, WA97, NA57
Collaborations

A strong motivation for the increasing interest in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions is the
possibility to observe a phase transition from hadronic matter to the quark-gluon plasma
. One of the possible signatures for this phase transition is an enhanced production of
strange particles. The measurement of strange particle production in heavy ion collisions
is the main objective of the WA85, WA94, WA97 and NA57 CERN collaborations.

In these experiments the strange particles K°, A, A, E and E! and recently also fi and Q
are detected with a combination of tracking devices mounted in strong magnetic fields.

The study of relativistic heavy ion collisions provides a unique opportunity to search for a
new predicted state of matter- the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). A number of experimental
signatures which could signal the QGP have been proposed (for a review see e.g. [1]).
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They are being studied in a number of experiments at the AGS and CERN SPS, however
an unambiguous confirmation of the QGP formation has not yet been achieved.

Strange particles produced in heavy ion collisions give important information on the col-
lision mechanism. In particular, the enhanced relative yield of strange and multi-strange
particles in nucleus-nucleus reactions with respect to proton-nucleus interactions has been
suggested as one of the sensitive signatures for a phase transition to a QGP state [2, 3]. It
is expected that the enhancement should be more pronounced for multi-strange than for
singly strange particles [4].

In view of the alternative explanations that exist (hadronic gas or quark-gluon plasma
scenarios) for the features observed in the search of the quark-gluon plasma, it is important
to look carefully for any indication which could suggest the onset of a new mechanism for
strange particle production when going from proton to Pb induced collisions. A well
known example of a possible change of regime is seen in the production of charmonium
states where a strong decrease in the J/xf) production has been observed by the CERN
experiment NA50 [5].

The WA97 experiment aims to study the yields of strange particles and antiparticles carry-
ing one, two and three units of strangeness as a function of the number of nucleons taking
part in the collision

The WA97 set-up, shown schematically in Fig. 6.16, is described in detail in ref. [6]. The
target and the silicon telescope were placed inside the homogeneous 1.8 T magnetic field
of the CERN Omega magnet.

The 158 A GeV/c lead beam from the CERN SPS was impinging on a lead target with
thickness corresponding to 1% of the interaction length. Scintillator petal detectors behind
the target provided an interaction trigger selecting roughly 40% of the most central Pb-
Pb collisions. Two planes of microstrip multiplicity detectors covering the pseudorapidity
region 2 < rj < 4 provided information for more detailed off-line study of the centrality
dependence of particle ratios and spectra. In the proton reference runs at 158 GeV/c a
trigger was applied to select events with at least two tracks in the telescope.
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The heart of the WA97 spectrometer was the silicon telescope (Pixel-Tracking-Chamber
- PTC) consisting of 7 planes of silicon pixel detectors with a pixel size 75 X 500 j.im,
and of 10 planes of silicon microstrips with a 50 fim pitch. The telescope has 5x5 cm2

cross section and contained «O.5xlO6 channels. This tracking device was placed 60 cm
behind the target (90 cm for the p-Pb reference run) slightly above the beam line and
inclined (pointing to the target) in order to accept particles at central rapidity and medium
transverse momentum.

The track recognition was done in the compact part of the silicon telescope (30 cm long,
with 6 pixel and 5 microstrip planes). The momentum resolution of fast track was improved
using the lever arm detectors (1 pixel and 5 microstrip planes) and three MWPC's with a
cathode pad readout placed outside the magnet.

Up to now only a fraction of the full available data sample was fully corrected. The results
presented here are based on the analysis of two data samples taken during the 1995 run
with lead (110 million events) and proton (120 million events) beams at 158 A GeV/c.

The hyperons A, E~, fi~ and their antiparticles were identified by reconstructing their
decays into final states containing only charged particles:

A ~» p + 7r~

The details of the analysis, i.e. the extraction of the hyperon signals, the weighting for
each reconstructed A, E and Q and the calculation of hyperon yields is discussed in [7] and
in a forthcoming publication [8].

Fig. 6.17 a) shows the A, E and Q yields per event for p-Pb and Pb-Pb interactions as a
function of the number of participants. Yields are extrapolated to the window \y — ycm\ <
0.5 and pr > 0 GeV/c as described earlier. Horizontal bars quoted indicate the root-mean-
square values in the selected bins of the number of participants calculated by the Glauber
model. In fig. 6.17 b is presented the hyperon yields expressed in units of the corresponding
yield per collision in p-Pb reaction (i.e. each yield per collision is rescaled so that each value
for p-Pb is set to one). All Pb-Pb hyperon yields show a steady increase with centrality
up to very central events. The hyperon yields in Pb-Pb are compared to a yield curve (full
line) proportional to the number of participants (Npart) drawn through the p-Pb point in
fig. 6.17 b. It is observed that the A, 5! and Q yields increase with centrality from p-Pb
to Pb-Pb faster than the number of participants; for example the f2-yield increase with
{Npart)1'72 (see the dotted line in fig. 6.17 b). The strangeness enhancement exhibits a
pronounced £2 > E > A hierarchy, i.e. the Q yield grows faster than that of the E, and
the E yield faster than that for the A. The obvious question arises whether the increase
in the hyperon production is smooth with (Npart), or if any discontinuity is present; in
particular at the edge of the centrality region covered by our experiment where the NA50
collaboration observed an abrupt dip in the J/9 production [5].

To extend the present work, an analysis based on a larger statistics sample is under way.
Also data on p-Be collisions will be used to add an extra point in fig. 6.17. Finally, the
future NA57 experiment [9] will measure hyperon yields up to higher impact parameters,
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Figure 6.17: a) The A, E and Q yields expressed in units of yields per event, b) The A, E
and Q yields expressed in units of yields observed in p-Pb collisions and compared to yield
curves proportional to the number of participants {Npart) (solid curve) and to {Npart)

1-72

(dotted curve). See text for details.



thus exploring the centrality region where a comparison with the NA50 experiment is of
interest.
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6.4.3 A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) at the CERN LHC

B. Kvamme, G. L0vh0iden, B. Skaali, D. Wormald, B. Wu, J.Yuan and the ALICE Col-
laboration

The heavy-ion detector ALICE has emerged as a common design from the heavy- ion
community currently working at CERN and a number of groups new to this field from both
nuclear and high-energy physics. It is a general-purpose heavy-ion experiment, sensitive
to the majority of known observables (including hadrons, electrons, muons and photons),
and it will be operational at the start-up of the LHC.

With ALICE the flavour content and phase-space distribution, event-by-event will be mea-
sured for a large number of particles whose momenta are of the order of the typical energy
scale involved (temperatures « 200 MeV). The experiment is designed to cope with the
highest particle multiplicities anticipated for Pb-Pb reactions {dNch/dy « 8000).

For ALICE, the Norwegian groups have taken responsibilities for the DAQ system (Oslo)
and the design of the read-out system of the PHOS detector (Bergen). The AME company
of Horten, Norway, is also participating in this study.

More detailed information on the ALICE detector system may be found in ref. [1],
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Figure 6.18: The BRAHMS detector.
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6.4.4 The BRAHMS - Broad RAnge Hadron Magnetic Spectrometer -
Experiment at the RHIC Accelerator

K. Fanebust, E. R. Griiner, H. Helstrup, A. K. Holme, G. L0vh0iden, T. F. Thorstetnsen,
T. S. Tveter and the BRAHMS Collaboration

The RHIC accelerator at Brookhaven will deliver colliding beams at s1/2 = 200 GeV per
nucleon pair, thus providing access to the nuclear transparency regime. The collision zone
is expected to consist of a central, baryon-poor region with high energy density, and a
baryon-rich fragmentation region closer to the rapidity of the original collision partners.
The possibility for creation of a quark-gluon plasma is present both at low and high net
baryon density. The BRAHMS experiment, having an extremely wide coverage in rapidity,
will search for QGP signatures in both regions.
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The BRAHMS detector, which will measure charged hadrons, mostly utilizes conventional
technology, assembled to give an instrument of unparallelled versatility. It consists of
two moveable magnetic spectrometers, the forward spectrometer (1.3 < r/ < 4.0) and the
mid-rapidity spectrometer (-0.1 < 7? < 1.3). Particle identification is done by combining
momentum determination from tracking in TPCs and drift chambers with velocity data
from time-of-flight measurements and Cherenkov counters. The particles p, p, K*, n^
can be identified over the entire range 0 < \y\ < 4 and 0.2 < pt < 3 GeV/c. Beam-beam
counters provide initial trigger and vertex information. A multiplicity detector, planned as
a hybrid scintillator tile / silicon strip array, will characterize the centrality of the collision.
Details are given in Ref. [1].

Some of the most basic questions connected with RHIC experiments address the degree
of stopping and the reaction dynamics, the degree of thermalization and chemical equili-
bration. The BRAHMS experiment will investigate the yields and pt spectra for various
hadrons for different rapidity intervals, covering both the baryon-poor and fragmentation
region, as functions of the centrality given by dN/dy (multiplicity per rapidity unit). The
dependence on the colliding system (Au + Au, Si + Si, p + A or p + p) will also be
studied. The net baryon density in various rapidity regions can be extracted from p/p
production and enhancement of K+ over K~.

Promising QGP signals are the strange (K+, K~) particle production relative to non-
strange hadrons, and the yield of antibaryons. The phase transition might also be revealed
by the dependence of the temperature extracted from spectral slopes (oc (pt)) on the energy
density (oc dN/dy). Modifications of the 4> width and mass would be evidence of possible
chiral symmetry restoration.

The BRAHMS detector is also capable of measuring correlations between identical mesons
as a function of their relative momentum, which provide a measure for the space-time
extent of the emitting source. The yield of hadrons with high pt (> 2 GeV) from hard
scattering processes as a function of y, is strongly dependent on gluon behaviour in the
nuclear medium.

A more comprehensive overview of the physics is found in Ref. [2].

The next year, the Bergen and Oslo groups will participate in simulations and analysis
software development. GBRAHMS, version 1.4 (the GEANT simulation program modified
and dedicated for BRAHMS simulations), was recently installed on the Oslo Solaris 2.5.1
system. A few simple tests have been successfully performed.

Further details can be obtained at the URL:
http://www.rhic.bnl.gov/exportl/brahms/WWW/brahms.html
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Chapter 7

Theoretical Nuclear Physics

The aim of our work in nuclear theory is to understand the many features of nuclear
structure revealed in nuclear reactions. Most of our efforts are devoted to the calcula-
tion of nuclear properties from first principles. This involves calculating the shell-model
effective interaction, starting from the free nucleon-nucleon interaction and using many-
body perturbation methods. We have calculated effective interactions for a large variety
of nuclear systems. Most recently, we have constructed an effective interaction for the
Sn region, starting from modern meson-exchange nucleon-nucleon potentials. To calculate
the structure of nuclei in this region requires large scale shell-model calculations based
on the Lanczos algorithm. To our knowledge, this represent the first large-scale realistic
shell-model calculation for this mass region.

A popular testing ground for the nuclear many-body problem is represented by infinite
nuclear matter. Here, we have studied alternative methods for defining the single-particle
potential in nuclear matter. This has been extended to neutron matter, where we have
derived a new equation of state which has been applied to calculation of the basic properties
of neutron stars.

Further applications of nuclear many-body theory include studies of subnucleonic degrees
of freedom. An example is evaluation of the contribution from the isobar degrees of freedom
to the imaginary part of the optical-model potential for finite nuclei. Also, the modification
of the isoscalar axial current of the nucleon due to the nuclear medium has been studied.

We do also study problems related to the foundations of quantum physics such as the
non-separability of systems in a pure quantum state and the completeness of quantum
mechanics. Further studies will be made of some of the main interpretations of the quantum
theory and of alternative theories. An analysis will be attempted on the basis of Bohr's
complementarity concept and his understanding of the nature of measurements involving
actions of the order of the Planck constant.
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7.1 Project: The Nuclear Many-Body Problem and Nuclear
Structure

7.1.1 Extended Shell Model Calculation for even N = 82 Isotones with
a Realistic Effective Interaction

T. EngelancP, M. Hjorth-Jensena'\ A. Holta, E. Osnes0, J. Suhonenc

a Department of Physics, University of Oslo
b Nordita, Copenhagen
c Department of Physics, University of Jyvaskyla

The shell model within the '2sldQg7/20hn/2 shell is applied to calculate nuclear structure
properties of the even Z = 52 — 62, N = 82 isotones. The results are compared with
experimental data and with the results of a quasiparticle random-phase approximation
(QRPA) calculation. The interaction used in these calculations is a realistic two-body G-
matrix interaction derived from modern meson-exchange potential models for the nucleon-
nucleon interaction. For the shell model all the two-body matrix elements are renormalized
by the Q-box method whereas for the QRPA the effective interaction is defined by the G-
matrix.

1. A. Holt, T. Engeland, M. Hjorth-Jensen, E. Osnes and J. Suhonen, The structure of
the N=82 isotones with realistic effective interactions, Nucl. Phys. A618 (1997) 107

7.1.2 Study of odd-mass N = 82 isotones with realistic effective interac-
tions

T. Engeland0, M. Hjorth-Jensena'6, A. Holta, E. Osnesa, J. Suhonenc, J. Toivanenc

a Department of Physics, University of Oslo
b Nordita, Copenhagen
c Department of Physics, University of Jyvaskyla

The microscopic quasiparticle-phonon model, MQPM, is used to study the energy spectra
of the odd Z = 53 — 63, N = 82 isotones. The results are compared with experimental
data, with the extreme quasiparticle-phonon limit and with the results of an unrestricted
2sld0g7/2®hii/2 shell model (SM) calculation. The interaction used in these calculations is
a realistic two-body G'-matrix interaction derived from modern meson-exchange potential
models for the nucleon-nucleon interaction. For the shell model all the two-body matrix
elements are renormalized by the Q-box method whereas for the MQPM the effective
interaction is defined by the G'-matrix.

1. J. Suhonen and J. Toivanen, T. Engeland, M. Hjorth-Jensen, A. Holt and E. Osnes,
Nucl. Phys. A 628 (1998) 41
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7.1.3 Effective interactions and shell model studies of heavy tin isotopes

T. Engelanda, M. Hjorth-Jensena'6, A. Holta, E. Osnesa

a Department of Physics, University of Oslo
b Nordita, Copenhagen

We calculate the low-lying spectra of heavy tin isotopes from A = 120 to A = 130 using the
2sld0g7/2^hnj2 shell to define the model space. An effective interaction has been derived
using 132Sn as closed core employing perturbative many-body techniques. We start from
a nucleon-nucleon potential derived from modern meson exchange models. This potential
is in turn renormalized for the given medium, 132Sn, yielding the nuclear reaction matrix,
which is then used in perturbation theory to obtain the shell model effective interaction.

1. T. Engeland, M. Hjorth-Jensen, A. Holt and E. Osnes, Nucl. Phys. A, in press

7.1.4 Generalized seniority scheme in light Sn isotopes

N. Sandulescu a'b, J. Blomqvist 6,T. Engeland c, M. Hjorth-Jensen c ,d, A. Holt c, R. J.
Liotta b and E. Osnes c

"Institute of Atomic Physics, Bucharest
6Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm
c Department of Physics, University of Oslo
d Nordita, Copenhagen

In search of a possible truncation scheme for shell model calculations, the yrast generalized
seniority states are compared with the corresponding shell model states for the case of the
Sn isotopes 104~112Sn. For most of the cases the energies agree within a few hundred keV.
For the 0+ (2+) states the overlaps decrease from 97% (93%) in 104Sn to 91% (78%) in 112Sn
when the coefficients of the pairs in the S and D boson operators are allowed to vary with
the number of particles. For constant pairing coefficients throughout the entire isotope
range, the overlaps are considerably smaller. It is concluded, with the realistic effective
interaction applied here, that a truncation scheme based on seniority zero and two states
is inadequate when the number of valence particles gets large and that configurations of
higher seniority should be included.

1. N. Sandulescu et al, Phys. Rev. C55 (1997) 2360

7.1.5 Towards the solution of the CP/CA anomaly in shell-model calcu-
lations of muon capture

M. Hjorth-Jensena'4, T. Siiskonenc and J. Suhonenc

a Department of Physics, University of Oslo
b Nordita, Copenhagen
c Department of Physics, University of Jyvaskyla,

Recently many authors have performed shell-model calculations of nuclear matrix elements
determining the rates of the ordinary muon capture in light nuclei. These calculations have
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employed well-tested effective interactions in large scale shell-model studies. For one of the
nuclei of interest, namely 28Si, there exists recent experimental data which can be used to
deduce the value of the ratio CP/CA by using the calculated matrix elements. Surprisingly
enough, all the abovementioned shell-model results suggest a very small value (~ 0) for
C P / C A , quite far from the PCAC prediction and recent data on muon capture in hydrogen.
We show that this rather disturbing anomaly is solved by employing effective transition
operators. This finding is also very important in studies of the scalar coupling of the weak
charged current of leptons and hadrons.

1. T. Siiskonen, J. Suhonen, and M. Hjorth-Jensen, submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.

7.1.6 Hyperon properties in finite nuclei using realistic YN interactions

M. Hjorth-Jensena-&, A. Polls0, A. Ramosc and I. VidanV
a Department of Physics, University of Oslo
b Nordita, Copenhagen
c Departament d'Estructura y Constituentes de la Materia, Universitat de Barcelona

Single-particle energies of A and E hyperons in several nuclei are obtained from the relevant
self-energies. The latter are constructed within the framework of a perturbative many-body
approach employing present realistic hyperon-nucleon interactions such as the models of
the Julich and Nijmegen groups. The effects of the non-locality and energy-dependence
of the self-energy on the bound states are investigated. It is also shown that, although
the single-particle hyperon energies are well reproduced by local Woods-Saxon hyperon-
nucleus potentials, the wave functions from the non-local self-energy are far more extended.
Implications of this behavior on the mesonic weak decay of A hypernuclei are discussed.

1. I. Vidaria, A. Polls, A. Ramos and M. Hjorth-Jensen, Nucl. Phys. A, in press

2. I. Vidana, A. Polls, A. Ramos and M. Hjorth-Jensen, Weak decays in |He , in prepa-
ration for Phys. Lett. B

7.1.7 Coherence length of neutron superfluids

F. de Blasioa, 0 . Elgar0ya, L. Engvika, E. Osnesa, M. Hjorth-Jensena'6, M. Baldoc and
H.-J. Schulze0

a Department of Physics, University of Oslo
6 Nordita, Copenhagen
c INFN and Department of Physics, University of Catania

The coherence length of superfluid neutron matter is calculated from the microscopic BCS
wavefunction of a Cooper pair in momentum space making use of recent nucleon-nucleon
potential models and including polarization (RPA) effects. We find as our main result
that the coherence length is proportional to the Fermi momentum-to pairing gap ratio,
in good agreement with simple estimates used in the literature, with a nearly interaction
independent constant of proportionality. Our calculations can be applied to the problem
of inhomogeneous superfluidity of hadronic matter in the crust of a neutron star.
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1. F.V. De Blasio, M. Hjorth-Jensen, 0 . Elgar0y and L. Engvik, G. Lazzari, M. Baldo
and H.-.J. Schulze, Phys. Rev. C56 (1997) 2332-2335

7.1.8 Nucleon-Nucleon Phase Shifts and Pairing in Neutron Matter and
Nuclear Matter

0 . Elgar0ya, M. Hjorth-Jensena'6
a Department of Physics, University of Oslo
b Nordita, Copenhagen

We consider 1SQ pairing in infinite neutron matter and nuclear matter and show that in the
lowest order approximation, where the pairing interaction is taken to be the bare nucleon-
nucleon (NN) interaction in the 1SQ channel, the pairing interaction and the energy gap
can be determined directly from the 15'o phase shifts. This is due to the almost separable
character of the nucleon-nucleon interaction in this partial wave. Since the most recent
NN interactions are charge-dependent, we have to solve coupled gap equations for proton-
proton, neutron-neutron, and neutron-proton pairing in nuclear matter. The results are,
however, found to be close to those obtained with charge-independent potentials.

1. 0 . Elgar0y and M. Hjorth-Jensen, Phys. Rev. C , in press

7.1.9 Minimal relativity and 3S\-3Di pairing in symmetric nuclear mat-
ter

0 . Elgar0ya, L. Engvika, M. Hjorth-Jensena'6, E. Osnesa

a Department of Physics, University of Oslo
b Nordita, Copenhagen

After presenting solutions of the coupled, non-relativistic 3Si~3Di gap equations for neutron-
proton pairing in symmetric nuclear matter, we proceed to estimate relativistic effects by
solving the same gap equations modified according to minimal relativity and using single-
particle energies from a Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock calculation. We find that the rel-
ativistic effects decrease the value of the gap at the saturation density kp = 1.36 fm"1

considerably, in conformity with the lack of evidence for strong neutron-proton pairing in
finite nuclei.

1. 0 . Elgar0y, L. Engvik, M. Hjorth-Jensen and E. Osnes, Phys. Rev. C, in press

7.1.10 3P2-
3F2 pairing in neutron matter with modern nucleon-nucleon

potentials

0 . Elgar0ya, L. Engvika, M. Hjorth-Jensen^, M. Baldoc and H.-J. Schulzec

a Department of Physics, University of Oslo
b Nordita, Copenhagen
c INFN and Department of Physics, University of Catania
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We present results for the 3P2~3F2 pairing gap in neutron matter with several realistic
nucleon-nucleon potentials, in particular with recent, phase-shift equivalent potentials. We
find that their predictions for the gap cannot be trusted at densities above p ss l.Tpoi where
/?o is the saturation density for symmetric nuclear matter. In order to make predictions
above that density, potential models which fit the nucleon-nucleon phase shifts up to about
1 GeV are required..

1. M. Baldo, 0. Elgar0y, L. Engvik, M. Hjorth-Jensen and H.-J. Schulze, submitted to
Phys. Rev. C

7.1.11 Modern nucleon-nucleon potentials and symmetry energy in in-
finite matter

L. Engvika, M. Hjorth-Jensena'6, R. Machleidtc, H. Mutherd, A. Pollse

a Department of Physics, University of Oslo
6 Nordita, Copenhagen
c Department of Physics, University of Idaho, USA
d Institut fur Theoretische Physik, Universitat Tubingen,
e Departament d'Estructura y Constituentes de la Materia, Universitat de Barcelona

We study the symmetry energy in infinite nuclear matter employing a non-relativistic
Brueckner-Hartree-Fock approach and using various new nucleon-nucleon (NN) potentials,
which fit np and pp scattering data very accurately. The potential models we employ are
the recent versions of the Nijmegen group, Nijm-I, Nijm-II and Reid93, the Argonne Vis
potential and the CD-Bonn potential. All these potentials yield a symmetry energy which
increases with density, resolving a discrepancy that existed for older NN potentials. The
origin of remaining differences is discussed.

1. L. Engvik, M. Hjorth-Jensen, R. Machleidt, H. Muther and A. Polls, Nucl. Phys.
A627 (1997) 85-100

7.1.12 Nuclear and Neutron Matter Calculations with Different Model
Spaces

L. Engvik", M. Hjorth-Jensena'6, E. Osnesa

a Department of Physics, University of Oslo
6 Nordita, Copenhagen

In this work we investigate the so-called model-space Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (MBHF)
approach for nuclear matter as well as for neutron matter and the extension of this which
includes the particle-particle and hole-hole (PPHH) diagrams. A central ingredient in the
model-space approach for nuclear matter is the boundary momentum k^ beyond which the
single-particle potential energy is set equal to zero. This is also the boundary of the model
space within which the PPHH diagrams are calculated. It has been rather uncertain which
value should be used for k\,j. We have carried out model-space nuclear matter and neutron
matter calculations with and without PPHH diagrams for various choices of UM and using
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several modern nucleon-nucleon potentials. Our results exhibit a saturation region where
the nuclear and neutron matter matter energies are quite stable as kt\[ varies. The location
of this region may serve to determine an "optimum" choice for k^. However, we find that
the strength of the tensor force has a significant influence on binding energy variation with
kitf. The implications for nuclear and neutron matter calculations are discussed.

1. L. Engvik, M. Hjorth-Jensen, E. Osnes and T.T.S. Kuo, Nucl. Phys. A622 (199?;
553-572

7.1.13 Phase Transitions in Rotating Neutron Stars

H. Heiselberga, M. Hjorth-Jensena-fc

a Nordita, Copenhagen
6 Department of Physics, University of Oslo

As rotating neutron stars slow down, the pressure and the density in the core region
increase due to the decreasing centrifugal forces and phase transitions may occur in the
center. We extract the analytic behavior near the critical angular velocity 0.$, where
the phase transitions occur in the center of a neutron star, and calculate the moment of
inertia, angular velocity, rate of slow down, braking index, etc. For a first order phase
transition these quantities have a characteristic behavior, e.g., the braking index diverges
as ~ (Qo — Q)"1^2. Observational consequences for first, second and other phase transitions
are discussed.

1. H. Heiselberg and M. Hjorth-Jensen, Phys. Rev. Lett., in press

2. H. Heiselberg and M. Hjorth-Jensen, submitted to Phys. Reports

7.1.14 Phaseshift equivalent NN potentials and the deuteron

M. Hjorth-Jensena'6, R. Machleidtc, H. Mutherd, A. Polls6 •
a Department of Physics, University of Oslo
b Nordita, Copenhagen
c Department of Physics, University of Idaho, USA
d Institut fur Theoretische Physik, Universitat Tubingen,
e Departament d'Estructura y Constituentes de la Materia, Universitat de Barcelona

Different modern phase shift equivalent NN potentials are tested by evaluating the par-
tial wave decomposition of the kinetic and potential energy of the deuteron. Significant
differences are found, which are traced back to the matrix elements of the potentials at
medium and large momenta. The influence of the localisation of the one-pion-exchange
contribution to these potentials is analyzed in detail.

1. A. Polls, R. Machleidt, H. Miither and M. Hjorth-Jensen, Phys. Lett. B, in press
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7.1.15 Perturbative Many-Body Approaches

M. Hjorth-Jensena'6
a Department of Physics, University of Oslo
b Nordita, Copenhagen

Various perturbative and non-perturbative many-body techniques are discussed in this
work. Especially, I focus on the summation of so-called Parquet diagrams with emphasis
on applications to finite nuclei. Here, the subset of two-body Parquet diagrams will be
discussed. Comparisons are made with exact results from shell-model calculations.

1. M. Hjorth-Jensen, Advances in Many-Body theories, Vol. 2, in press

7.2 Project: The Foundation of Quantum Physics

7.2.1 Description of vacuum in quantum field theory

K. Gjotterud, J. Bergli and A. Haug

The description of vacuum in quantum field theory has been studied resulting in Joakim
Bergli's Cand.scient. thesis "The vacuum in quantum field theory. A challenge to present
day physics". Special attention was given to the problems arising form the zero point energy
associated with each mode of the field and to the inconsistencies arising in connection
with the resulting infinite energy density of the vacuum. The Lorentz invariance of the
vacuum energy density was discussed and it it was shown that the only finite spectral
energy density preserving Lorentz invariance is the spectral density identically equal to
zero, which corresponds to a normal ordering of the operators. It is not possible to have an
electromagnetic vacuum that has a finite energy density and at the same time is Lorentz
invariant.

7.2.2 Quantum theory as a possible consequence of basic symmetries

K. Gjotterud, and Harald Andas

Studies of the possibility that quantum theory results as a consequence of symmetry is
continued. The study is based on the work by Aage Bohr and Ole Ulfbeck: "Primary
manifestation of symmetry. Origin of quantal indeterminacy" Rev. Mod. Phys. Vol. 67
1995 pp 1-35.
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Chapter 8

Other Fields of Research

8.1 Radiation Physics and Radiation Protection

8.1.1 Radon and radon progeny in indoor air and household water

T. Strand, A. Birovljeva, C. Lunder Jensena, A. Heiberga, B. Linda

a Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority, 0steras, Norway

Radon in indoor air is the main source of exposure to ionising radiation of the Norwegian
population. Based on extensive nation-wide surveys, and follow-up measurements in cer-
tain regions of the country, it has been estimated that the radon concentraion exceeds the
recommended action level of 200 Bq/m3 in between 7 and 9% of the 1997 housing stock.
Most of the dwellings with elevated levels are single family houses built after 1980. The
average radon concentration in Norwegian dwellings is estimated to 75 Bq/m3 correspond-
ing to an annual effective dose of approximately 2 mSv. The results of the nation-wide
surveys show that there are considerable geographical variations in the distribution of in-
door radon concentrations. In the typical low risk areas less than 1% of the dwellings
exceeds the action level compared to more than 50% in some of the most affected areas. I
a rural area close to Bergen in the county Hordaland levels of radon in homes up to 50,000
Bq/m3 have been measured 2) . Assuming an indoor occupancy of 70% this level of radon
corresponds to an annual effective dose of nearly 1 Sv.

In 1996, an extensive survey of radon concentrations in kindergartens was started. In the
winter seasons 96/97 and 97/98, etched track detectors were distributed to approximately
| of the kindergartens in Norway. The integration time in the measurements was three
months. Analysis of premilinary data (approximately 2500 measurements in the winter
season 96/97) show that the distribution is close to log-normal with a geometric mean of
35 Bq/m3 and an aritmetic average of 69 Bq/m3 L .̂ These values are very close to the
geometric mean and the aritmetic average of 40 and 75 Bq/m3, respectively, for dwellings.
However, the measurements may have been influenced by the ventilation regime and by the
fact that nearly 60% of the kindergartens have a mechanical ventilation system which in
most cases is swiched off during the night. The final report of the survey will be published
in 1998.

Assessment of radon exposure in both epdidemiological studies and routine surveys are



mainly based on time-integrated measurements of the radon concentration using etched
track detectors. However, these type of measurements are only surrogates of the exposure
owing to the fact that most of the dose is clue to deposition of short-lived radon daughters
in the respiratory tract and that only a very small contribution is from the radon gas itself.
Earlier studies show that the radon concentration is more closely related to the broncial
dose than the concentration of the short-lived radon daughters, expressed in terms of equi-
librium equivalent radon concentration (EEC), but this is not necessarily valid in indoor
environments where the aerosol concentration is very high or very low, and/or the particle
size distribution is very different from normal. In addition there are a number of uncertain-
ties in the assessment of average radon concentration owing to short-term (days/weeks)
and long-term (months/years) variations in the radon concentration, placing of the de-
tectors, ventilation habits during indoor occupancy, etc. An ongoing study focuses on
uncertainties in the assessment of radon exposure and health risk based on time-integrated
measurements of the radon concentration.

Methods for retrospective assessment of radon exposure based on measurements on long-
lived radon daughters (210Po; half-life of 138 days - as decay product of 210Pb; half-life
22.3 yrs) embedded in glass and other vitreous surfaces, or in volume traps of poreous
materials, have been investigated. A method based on measurements of tracks in CR-39
has been developed and this method are included in an ongoing European intercomparison
study.

A passive method based on etched track detectors has been developed for measurements of
very high concentrations of radon (> 10 kBq/m3). The technique is based on area readings
(darkening) instead of individual track readings. The method is very promising and has
recently been used for measurements of radon in soil gas in geological surveys 3).

Several studies of naturally occurring radioactivity in Norwegian groundwater have been
carried out in the last five years. One of these studies includes over 300 samples of bedrock
groundwater from the Hordaland county and the north of theVestfold county 4'5K The
results show that the radon concentration in the water strongly depends on the lithology,
but that it is almost impossible to predict the radon concentration based on geological
data, only. The highest concentrations in study was found in uranifereous granites - the
Permean Drammen granite, where almost 90% of the boreholes exceeded 500 Bq/1. The
highest recorded level in this study was 6.900 Bq/1.

A extensive nation-wide survey of radon in ground water was started in 1996. This study
is part of a nation-wide survey of groundwater quality in Norway in collaboration with the
Geological Survey of Norway. Several report with details on the analysis of the data at the
county level were published in 1997 6 ~ 1 0 ) . By the end of 1997 approximately 4000 samples
have been analysed. Preliminary analysis of these data show that approximately 15% of
all wells in bedrock in Norway exceeds the action level of 500 Bq/1.

1. A. Birovljev, T. Strand and A. Heiberg, Radon Concentrations in Norwegian Kinder-
gartens: Surevy planning and Preliminary Results. Int. Radiat. Prot. Assoc, IRPA,
Regional Symp. on Radiol. Prot in Neighbouring Countries of Central Europe,
Prague, Czech Republic, Sept 8-12, 1997, 6 p.

2. C. Lunder Jensen, Kartlegging og tiltak mot radon i Ullensvang herad 1996-97, Ul-
lensvang herad, 1997, 160 p. (in Norwegian).
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port NORMIL 2000, Geofuturum A/S og Statens strålevern, 2.desember 1997, ISBN
82- 994553-0-8, 44 p. (in Norwegian)
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M. Hall and U. Sievvers: The hydrogeochemistry of Norwegian bedrock groundwater
- selected paramaters (pH, F, Rn, U, Th, Na, Ca) in samples from Vestfold and
Hordaland, Norway. NGU-BULL 432 (1997) 103-117.

5. K. Bjorvatn, A. Bårdsen, C. Reimann, G. Morland, H. Skarphagen, O. Saether, U.
Siewers, G. M. Hall and T. Strand: Ground water and human health, Tidsskriftet
for den norske laegeforening 117:1 (1997) 61-65 (in Norwegian).

6. D. Banks, Aa. K. Midtgård, G. Morland, C. Reimann, T. Strand, K. Bjorvatn,
U. Siewers, Is Pure Groundwater Safe to Drink ? Natural ©Contamination" of
Groudwater in Norway. Geology Today, Accepted for publication in Groundwater
Today, Nov. 1997.

7. D. Banks, B. Frengstad, J. R. Krog, Aa. K. Midtgärd, T. Strand and B. Lind: The
chemical quality of groundwater in bedrock in (a) 0stfold county, (b) the Agder
counties, (c) Rogaland county, (d) the Tr0ndelag counties. Geological Survey of
Norway, Reports (a) 97.157, 117 p. (b) 97.162, 117 p. (c) 97.163, 117 p. (d) 97.168,
117 p. 1997 (in Norwegian).

8. B. Frengstad, D. Banks, J. R. Krog, Aa. K. Midtgård, T. Strand and B. Lind: The
chemical quality of groundwater in bedrock in (a) Akershus and Oslo counties, (b)
Buskerud county, (c) Northern Norway. Geological Survey of Norway, Reports (a)
97.158, 117 p. (b) 97.160, 117 p. (c) 97.169 117 p., 1997 (in Norwegian).

9. J. R. Krog, D. Banks, B. Frengstad, Aa, K. Midtgård, T. Strand and B. Lind: The
chemical quality of groundwater in bedrock in (a) Telemark county, (b) Vestfold
county, (c) Hedmark and Opland counties, Geological Survey of Norway, Reports (a)
97.159, 117 p. (b) 97.161, 117 p. (c) 97.165, 117 p., 1997 (in Norwegian).

10. Aa. K. Midtgård, D. Banks, B. Frengstad, J. R. Krog, T. Strand and B. Lind: The
chemical quality of groundwater in bedrock in (a) Hordaland county, (b) Sogn og
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(a) 97.164, 117 p. (b) 97.166, 117 p. (c) 97.166, 117 p., 1997 (in Norwegian).

8.2 Energy Physics

8.2.1 Data acquisition system for a building integrated solar heat system

M. Hansen and B. Bjerke

The purpose of this integrated solar heat system [1] is to actively transfer solar energy to
the interior of the building for hot water supply and for space heating. The solar heat
system consists of an open flate plate collector [2], a heat storage, a couple of water pumps
and a electronic controller.
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The electronic controller reads some temperature values. These temperature values are
used for controlling the solar heat system in a way that the system efficiency is optimized.

The present work is to design a data acquisition system integrated with the electronic
controller. The acquisistion system will be able to store data that are sampled every minute
during a whole year. The system will also be able to calculate the hourly consumed solar
energy on the basis of the measured parameters. This requires an algorithm with few input
parameters. One of the methods of energy calculation used in the Soltun-project [1] called
"Responsfunksjonsmetoden" has relative few input parameters. This method is used as a
model for the algorithm. The algorithm is written in the computerlanguage C.

Finally, the data acquisition system and the energy calculation algorithm will be tested.
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[1] B. Bjerke, S.L. Andersen, H. Arnesen, I. Espe, O. Herbj~rnsen, M. Mehlen, J. Rek-
stad, J. Wikne, A. Amundsen: Soltun, Dept. of Physics Report 90-07. University of
Osio(1990)

[2] J. Rekstad, L. Henden, M.G. Meir, E. Cipera, G.J Kooij: New Plastic Solar Collector,
Dept. of Physics Report 95-12. University of Oslo(1995)

8.2.2 A test facility for solar heating and cooling.

L. Henden, M. Meir, H. Storas and J. Rekstad

During the last year a sun laboratory has been built in front of the Physics Department
building. This is a small test facility for solar heating and cooling systems, which was
finished in December 97.

The Sun-Lab is a standard norwegian wooden house of 20 m2, built in accordance to
norwegian building traditions. The orientation of the house is south-west, with an surface
asimuth angle of 7=+10°. The tilt angle of the roof is 30°. The house is presently equiped
with a thermal solar collector system, a cooling system and a floor heating system.

The heating system consist of an array of 4 solar flat plate collectors [1], with a gross area
of 5.4 m2. The cooling system, which is placed on the north facing part of the roof, consist
of an array of 8 modified solar fiat plate collectors [2], with a gross area of 10.8 m2.

A low temperature floor heating system, with water as a heat carrier has been installed.
Water is circulating through high quality plastic tubes in the floor. The concept is based
on a combined system for domestic hot water and low temperature space heating.

Two heat storages have been placed inside the house. One is a 1000 litres aluminium
storage, which is open to atmospheric pressure. This storage contains a 200 1 stainless
steel tank, for tapwater, and a heat exchanger for the floor heating system. Both the
cooling system and the heating system is connected to this storage.

The other heat storage is a 300 1 domestic hot water store in stainless steel, with electric
auxiliary heating and a heat exchanger for the solar loop, [3]. In order to secure against
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Heat radiation

Figure 8.1: A schematic description of the heating and cooling systems.

freezing and boiling a 40 1 drain-back-store is placed on the top of the 300 1 tank. A
schematic description of the heating and cooling systems are shown in Fig. 8.1

In addition a 4.5 m2 combined thermal and photovoltaic solar collector system will be
mounted. This collector system consists of a flat plate collector with polycrystalline silicon
cells pasted on the absorber, [4].

Several experiments will be carried out at the Sun-Lab. Measurements of collector perfor-
mance, studies of hydrodynamic properties of the solar collector, studies of the possility of
using radiative emitter plates for cooling in buildings, where the cooling is accomplished
through the heat dissipation from the collector plate due to thermal radiation and convec-
tion, and studies of a combined system for domestic hot water and low temperature space
heating.
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8.2.3 Hydrogen on Pd(lll) studied with periodic density functional cal-
culations and quantum dynamical wave packet calculations

R. A. Olsen, O. M. Ltfvvik, P. N. T. Philipsen, E. J. Baerends, and G. J. Kroes.

Palladium was the first element observed to form a metal hydride, and the palladium-
hydrogen system has been thoroughly studied because of its suitability as a hydrogen
storage model system. In addition, the interaction of H with Pd surfaces has drawn much
attention in connection with hydrogenation catalysis, electrolysis, and hydrogen purifica-
tion, so there is now a large collection of experimental data and theoretical studies covering
the system. Hydrogen interacting with low index surfaces of palladium shows a variety
of different interesting physical effects, making the system interesting also from a purely
academic view.

We have focused on the possibility of direct subsurface absorption, and started by con-
structing a new two-dimensional potential energy surface for H2 on Pd( l l l ) incorporating
subsurface sites.[1] Quantum mechanical wave packet calculations showed that vibrational
excitation of the H2 molecule was very effective in promoting direct subsurface absorption.
The barrier to direct subsurface absorption was shown to rely strongly on a local surface
vibrational mode, and this motivated the construction of a three-dimensional potential en-
ergy surface including surface motion.[2] The onset energy for direct subsurface absorption
was reduced by almost 50% upon inclusion of the surface motion. The angular freedom of
the H2 molecule has further been studied, and quantum mechanical wave packet calcula-
tions on the three-dimensional potential energy surface with an angular degree of freedom
for the H2 molecule included show a large part of the hydrogen going directly subsurface
even at low incident energies.[3] We have also studied atomic hydrogen on the Pd( l l l )
surface, and found that the fee stacked hollow site is the most stable site of the surface.[4]
Different ordered structures of the adsorbed hydrogen were also considered, and we found
that two structures with \/S X \/3R30o symmetry are most stable at low temperatures, in
agreement with experiment.
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8.2.4 A combined Thermal and Photovoltaic Solar Energy Collector

B. Sandnes
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Solar energy is primarily utilized in two different forms; either as heat derived from thermal
collectors or electricity generated by photovoltaic converters (solar cells) [1]. Thermal
collectors can achieve high efficiencies ( > 60 %) while the solar cells, although good
absorbers of sunlight, only reach efficiencies of about 10-15 %. The remaining 85 % or
more of the solar energy absorbed by the cell is dissipated as heat, giving rise to elevated
temperatures during operation. This reduces the power output from the solar cell since
the photovoltaic efficiency decreases by about 0.05 % 0 C - 1 as the temperature rises [2].

By integrating the two systems into one single unit, heat can be removed from the cell, thus
maintaining cell efficiency at a relatively high and stable level. This heat is transported
away from the collector and utilized either as space heating or pre-heating of domestic hot
water. A combined system also offers economic advantages by reducing both installation
costs and required space.

A combined thermal and photovoltaic test collector was designed and built. Polycrys-
talline silicon cells were pasted directly on a black plastic absorber plate by means of an
elastic adhesieve. A heat carrier fluid (water) pumped through channels in the absorber
plate effectively removes heat from the collector surface, thereby cooling the cells. The
system was tested experimentally to establish it's thermal and photovoltaic performance.
A considerable cooling of the solar cells was achieved giving increased power output. The
slight reduction in thermal energy output is justified by the higher quality of electrical
power. The combined system was modeled theoretically [3], arid further work is currently
in progress to analyse and compare experimental data to model simulations.
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Chapter 9

Seminars
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Univ. of Madrid

Structure of the heaviest elements in the
mean-field approach
A*-hindring i 7 -henfallet etter innfanging
av ARC og terrniske n0ytroner
Chaos in semi-magical nuclei
(Ca and Sn isotopes)
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Chapter 10

Committees, Conferences and Visits

10.1 Committees and Various Activities

External committees and activities only are listed.

B. Bjerke:

K. Gj0tterud:

M. Guttormsen:

T. Holtebekk:

F. Ingebretsen:

G. Lovhdiden:

Member of Hydrosol - cooperation between UiO, IFE and NIVA in
hyd rogen- research.

Referee for Institute of Physics Publishing.
Member of the committee for The Lisl and Leo Eitinger price (until
May).
Member of The Norwegian Physical Society's Human Rights Commit-
tee.

Member of the Board of the Nuclear Physics Committee of the Norwe-
gian Physical Society.
Referee for Nuclear Physics and Zeitschrift fur Physik.

Chairman of The Norwegian Standardization Organization Sub-
Committee for Technical and Physical Units (until June 1997).

Deputy Member of the University Board (Det akademiske kollegium).
Editor of the periodical "Fra Fysikkens Verden".
Member of the advisory committee for the "SOLIS" project: Solar en-
ergy in the school.
Board Member of SOLARNOR A/S.

Member of the LHC ALICE Collaboration Board.
Referee for Nuclear Physics and Physica Scripta.
Member of the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters.

O. M. Lovvik: Secretary of Hydrosol Oslo - Kjeller.
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E. Osnes:

J Rekstad:

T. Strand:

P. O. Tj0m:

Member (vice-treasurer) of the Executive Committee of EPS (until April

1).
Member of the EPS Action Committee on Publications (until April 1).
Member of the Nuclear Physics European Collaboration Committee
(NuPECC) under the European Science Foundation.
Member of the Program Board for Nuclear and Particle Physics under
the Research Council of Norway (NFR).
Norwegian Scientific Delegate to the CERN Council.
Co-editor (with T. T. S. Kuo) of International Review of Nuclear
Physics, published by World Scientific Publ. Comp..
Referee for Nuclear Physics, Physics Letters B, Physica Scripta and
Physical Review C.
Member of the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters, and of the
Royal Norwegian Society of Sciences and Letters.

Chairman of the Board of Directors of SOLNOR A/S. Managing direc-
tor of SOLARNOR A/S.
Member of the Board of Directors of IFE.
Member of the Norwegian Reference Committee for the EEC framework
program "Joule".
Member of Research Council Program Committee for Fundamental En-
ergy Research.
Referee for Nuclear Physics, Physical Review, Physical Review Letters
and Physics Letters.

Member of Nordic Radiation Protection Society.
Member of Int. Working Group on Naturally Occurring Radiation Ma-
terial in Oil Production.
Referee for Radiation Protection Dosimetry.

Member of the NORDBALL Committee.
Referee for Nuclear Physics.

10.2 Conferences

The Section of Nuclear Physics and Energy Physics participated in the Annual Meeting
of the Norwegian Physical Society, Stavanger, June 1997, and the student conference: Ap-
plied Nuclear Research, Oslo, Oct. 1-3, 1997 arranged by E. Melby and S. Siem.
0 . Elgar0y participated in the conferences Dense Hadronic Matter: Concepts, Methods
and Problems, Nordita, Copenhagen, Denmark, April 9-10, 1997, and International Work-
shop on Microscopic Many-Body Methods, ECT*, Trento, Italy, June 26 to June 6, 1997.
M. Guttormsen participated in The International Conference on Nuclear Structure and
Related Topics, Dubna, Russia, Sept. 9 - 13, 1997.
L. Henden participated in the conference NORTH SUN 97 7th international Conference
on Solar Energy at High Lattitudes, Helsinki, Finland, June 9-11, 1997.
A. Holt gave a talk at the BONTT Workshop, Oslo, March 13-14, 1997, and a talk at the
Workshop on Large Scale Nuclear Structure Calculations far off Stability, Oslo, Dec. 3-4,
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1997.
G. L0vh0iden participated in the conference Nordic symposium on Basic Problems in
Quantum Physics, Rosendal, June 4-10, 1997.
E. Melby gave a talk at the conference Nordic Symposium on Basic Problems in Quantum
Physics, Rosendal, Norway, June 4-10, 1997, and a talk at the conference Advances in
Nuclear Physics and Related Areas, Thessaloniki, Greece, July 8-12, 1997.
M. Meir gave a talk at NORTH SUN 7th International Conference on Solar Energy at
High Lattitudes, Helsinki, Finland, June 9-11, 1997.
J. Rekstad participated in the conference Advances in Nuclear Physics and Related Areas,
Thessaloniki, Greece, July 8-12, 1997,
and gave a talk at the IEA-Expert-Meeting, Gleisdorf, Austria, Oct. 8, 1997.
A. Schiller participated in The 4th Nordic Summer School in Nuclear Physics, Falsterbo,
Sweden, Aug. 11-22, 1997,
and The VI International School Seminar on Heavy Ion Physics, Flerov Laboratory of
Nuclear Reactions (FLNR), Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR), Dubna, Russia,
Sept. 22-27, 1997.
S. Siem gave a talk at the conference Advances in Nuclear Physics and Related Areas,
Thessaloniki, Greece, July 8-12, 1997.
T. Strand participated in the conferences Health Effects of Low Dose Radiation - Chal-
lenges of the 21st Century, Int. Conference organized by the British Nuclear Society,
Stratford-upon-Avon, May 11-14, 1997,
47th Pugwash Conference on Science and World Affairs - Remember Your Humanity, Lille-
hammer, Norway, Aug. 1-7, 1997,
International Symposium on Radiological Problems with Natural Radioactivity in the Non-
Nuclear Industry, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Sept. 8-10, 1997, and
International Conference on Low Doses of Ionizing Radiation: Biological Effects and Reg-
ulatory Control, Seville, Spain, Nov. 17-21, 1997. Organized by WHO and IAEA.
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Chapter 11

Theses, Publications and Talks

11.1 Theses

II.1.1 Cand. Scieni. Theses

Stein W. 0degard: En Unders0kelse av kjernene 175Re og 177lr ved lav eksitasjonsenergi
og h0yt spinn.

An investigation of the nuclei 175Re and 177Ir at low excitation energy and high spin.

Harald Storas: Om kj0ling av bygninger ved utnyttelse av infrar0d straling mot natthimlen.

On the cooling of buildings by utilizing outward directed infrared radiation by night

Joakim Bergli: The vaccuum in quantum field theory. A challenge to present day physics.

Per Sennels: Saerpartikkelproduksjon i p -+- S - kollisjoner ved 200 GeV/c.

Strange particle production in p + S -collisions at 200 Ge V/c.

11.2 Scientific Publications

11.2.1 Nuclear Physics and Instrumentation

G. Lazzari and F.V. De Blasio
Thermodynamic properties of superftuid neutron star matter
Physica Scripta bf 56 (1997) 221 - 225

N. Sandulescu, R. Liotta, J. Blomqvist, T. Engeland, M. Hjorth-Jensen, A. Holt and E.
Osnes
Generalized seniority scheme in light tin isotopes
Phys. Rev C55 (1997) 2708 - 2710
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L. Engvik, M. Hjorth-Jensen, R. Machleidt, H. Miither and A. Polls
Modern nucleon-nucleon potentials and symmetry energy in infinite matter
Nuclear Physics A627 (1997) 85 - 100

F.V. De Blasio, M. Hjorth-Jensen, 0 . Elgar0y and L. Engvik. G. Lazzari. M. Baldo and
H.-J. Schulze
Coherence lengths of neutron superfluids
Physical Review C56 (1997) 2332 - 2335

L. Engvik, M. Hjorth-Jensen, E. Osnes and T.T.S. Kuo
Ring-diagram calculations of nuclear matter with different model spaces
Nuclear Physics A 622 (1997) 553 - 572

L. Engvik, M. Hjorth-Jensen, T.T.S. Kuo and E. Osnes
Nuclear and Neutron Matter Calculations in Different Model Spaces
Nuclear Physics A622 (1997) 553 - 572

A. Holt, T. Engeland, M. Hjorth-Jensen, E. Osnes and J. Suhonen
Extended Shell Model Calculation for Even N — 82 Isotones with a Realistic Effective
Interaction
Nuclear Physics A618 (1997) 107 - 125

I. Huseby, T.S. Tveter, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, E. Melby, J.Rekstad and S. Siem
K hindrance in primary 7 decay after thermal and average resonance neutron capture
Phys. Rev. C 55 (1997) 1805 - 1809

S. Abatzis et al. (WA94 Collaboration) (... A.K. Holme, G. L0vh0iden
Hyperon Production in Proton-Sulphur Collisions at 200 GeV/c
Phys.Lett B400 (1997)239

D.G. Burke et al. (G. L0vh0iden)
Search for stable octupole deformation in 225Fr
Nucl.Phys. A612 (1997)91 - 142

W. Kurcewicz et al. ( G. Lovhpiden)
The nuclear structure of 22 'Fr
Nucl.Phys.A621 (1997) 827 - 852

B. Jakobsson et al. (CHIC Collaboration) M. Guttormsen, G.
Gross and Fine Structure of Pion Production Excitation Functions in p-Nucleus and
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Nucleus-Nucleus Reactions
Phys.Rev.Lett.78(1997) 3828 - 3831

T. Shizuma, G. Sletten, R.A. Bark, I.G. Bearden, S. Leoni, M. Mattiuzzi, S. Mitarai,
S.W. Ødegård, S. Skoda, K. Strähle, J. Wrzesinski, Y.R. Shimizu
Multi-quasiparticle states and K-forbiddenness in 1 M W
Nuclear Physics A626 (1997) 760 - 798

R.A. Olsen, P.H.T. Philipsen, E.J. Baerends, G.J. Kroes and O.M. Løvvik
Direct subsurface absorption of hydrogen on Pd ( l l l ) : Quantum mechanical calculations
on a new two-dimensional potential energy surface
J. Chem. Phys. 106 (1997) 9286 - 9296

R.A. Olsen, G.J. Kroes, O.M. Løvvik and E.J. Baerends
The influence of surface motion on the direct subsurface absorption of H2 on Pd( l l l )
J. Chem. Phys. 107 (1997) 10652 - 10661

R.A. Bark, J.M. Espino, W. Reviol, P.B. Semmes, H. Carslon, I.G. Bearden, G.B.
Hagemann, H.J. Jensen, I. Ragnarsson, L.L. Riedinger, H. Ryde and P.O. Tjørn
Signature inversion in semi-decoupled bands: Residual interaction between /J 9 / 2 protons
and z'13/2 neutrons.
Phys. Rev. Lett. B 406 (1997) 193 - 199

N. Pietralla, O. Beck, J. Besserer, P. von Brentano, T. Eckert, R. Fischer, C. Fransen,
R.-D. Herzberg, D. Jäger, R.V. Jobs, U. Kneissl, B. Krischok, J. Margraf. H. Maser, A.
Nord, H.H. Pitz, M. Rittner, A. Schiller, A. Zilges
The scissors mode and other magnetic and electric dipole excitations in the transitional
nuclei 178-180Hf
Nucl. Phys. A 618 (1997) 141 - 165

The SMC-collaboration and A. Schiller
The spin-dependent structure function g\{x) of the proton from polarized deep-inelastic
muon scattering
Phys. Lett. B 412 (1997) 414 - 424

S. Abatzis et al. (WA85 Collaboration) (... J.A. Lien, T. Storås
Hyperon Production in Proton-Tungsten Interactions at 200 GeV/c
Phys.Lett B 393 (1997)210

H.J. Jensen. R.A. Bark, R. Bengtsson, G.B. Hagemann, P.O. Tjørn, S.Y. Araddad, C.VV.
Beausang, R. Chapman, J. Cornell, A. Fritzpatrick, S.J. Freeman, S. Leoni, J.C. Lisle, J.
Simpson, A.G. Smith, D.M. Thompson, S.J. Warburton and J. Wrzesinski.
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Loss of alignment gain in the 7r/ig/2[5411/2 ] (§) /V(«i3/2)2 band in 167Tm and neighbouring
odd-Z N=98 nuclei.
Zeitschrift fur Physik A 359 (1997) 127-132

M. Mattiuzzi, A. Bracco, F. Camera, VV.E. Ormand, J.J. Gaardhesje, A. Maj, B. Million,
M. Pignanelli and T.S. Tveter
Angular momentum dependence of the GDR width in Sn nuclei at fixed excitation energy
Nucl. Phys. A 612 (1997) 262 - 278

S. Siem, T.S. Tveter, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, E. Melby and J. Rekstad
Level Densities in Rare Earth Nuclei
Acta Physica Polonica B 28 (1997) 419 - 422

T.S. Tveter, I. Huseby, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, E. Melby, J. Rekstad, S. Siem and
R.K. Sheline
Number of degrees of Freedom in Primary 7-Decay after Neutron Capture
Acta Physica Polonica B 28 (1997) 185 - 188

11.2.2 Radiation

G. Morland, C. Reimann, T. Strand, H. Skarphagen, D. Banks, K. Bjorvatn, G.M. Hall,
and U. Siewers
The Hydrogeochemistry of Norwegian Bedrosk Groundwater - Selected Paramaters (pH.
F, Rn, U, Th, Na, Ca) in Samples from Vestfold and Hordaland. Norway
NGU-BULL 432 (1997) 103 - 117

K. Bjorvatn, A. Bardsen, C. Reimann, G. Morland, H. Skarphagen, O. Sasther, U. Siewers,
G. Hall, and T. Strand
Grunnvann og helse - Refieksjoner pa grunnlag av analyser av vannpr0ver fra Hordaland
og Vestfold
Tidsskriftet for den norske laegeforening nr. 1 117 (1997) 61 - 65 (in Norwegian).

11.3 Reports and Abstracts

11.3.1 General

F. Ingebretsen and T.S. Tveter (red)
Section for Nuclear and Energy Physics: Annual Report 1996
Department of Physics Report UiO/PHYS/97-08 (1997)
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E. Osnes
Professor dr. techn. Roald Tången 1912-1997
Minnetale i Det Norske Videnskaps-Akademi 13. november 1991

11.3.2 Nuclear Physics and Instrumentation

A. Schiller, G. Munoz, M. Guttormsen, L. Bergholt, E. Melby, J. Rekstad, S. Siem, T. S.
Tveter
Simulation of Statistical 7-Spectra of Highly Excited Rare Earth Nuclei
UIO/PHYS/97-07 ISSN-0332-5571

S. Abatzis et al. (VVA94 Collaboration) ( . . . A.K. Holme, G. L0vh0iden
Hyperon Production in Proton-Sulphur Collisions at 200 GeV/c
CERN-PPE/96-165

W. Kurcewicz et al., ( G. L0vh0iden)
The nuclear structure of 227Fr
CERN-PPE/97-29 (1997) 1 - 15

B. Jakobsson et al. (CHIC Collaboration) (M. Guttormsen, G. L,0vh0iden
Gross and Fine Structure of Pion Production Excitation Functions in p-Nucleus and
Nucleus-Nucleus Reactions
COSMIC AND SUBATOMIC PHYSICS REPORT LUIP 9601 OKTOBER 1996, ISRN
LUND6/NFFK-7153-SE+11P ISSN 0348-9329

A. Andrighetto et al. (WA94 Collaboration) (. . . A.K. Holme, G. L0vh0iden, P. Sennels)
Charged Particle Production in S-S Collisions at 200 GeV/c per Nucleon
CERN-PPE/97-

E. Melby og S. Siem (red.)
Studentkonferanse i anvendt kjerneforskning, 1.- 3. oktober 1997
Book of Abstracts, Department of Physics Report UiO/PHYS/97-11 (1997)

S.W. 0degard, P.O. Tj0m, R.A. Bark, R. Bengtsson, I.G. Bearden, G.B. Hagemann, B.
Herskind, F. Ingebretsen, S. Leoni, M. Mattiuzzi, H. Ryde, T. Shizuma, S. Skoda, K.
Sträle and J. Wrzesinski.
First Observation of the Unfavoured Signature and Yrare Extension of the 7n13/2[660
l/2+] Nilsson Configuration.
abstract: New Spectroscopy and Nuclear Structure 1997, Copenhagen, Sept. 16 - 20 (1997)

T.S. Tveter, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, E. Melby, S. Messelt, E.A. Olsen, J. Rekstad,
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A. Schiller, S. Siem, J.C. Wikne, and S.W. 0degard.
Studies of thermally excited nuclei by means of particle-7 coincidences - new perspectives.
abstract: New Spectroscopy and Nuclear Structure 1997, Copenhagen, Sept. 16 - 20 (1997)

11.3.3 Radiation

T. Strand, C. Reimann, V. Chekushin, M. Ayras, I. Bogatyrev, P. de Caritat, T.E. Finne,
J.H. Halleraker, G. Kashulina, H. Niskavaara, and V. Pavlov
Surface Activity of 137Cs in an Area of 188,000 km2 of the Barents Region
Proc. Third Int. Conf. on Environm. Radioact. in the Arctic. Troms0, Norway. June 1 -
5, (1997)

I. Lysebo and T. Strand
NORM in the Oil Industry
Proc. International symposium Radioactivity in the Non-Nuclear Industry. Amsterdam,
Nederland, September 6 - 8 (1997)

A. Birovljev, T. Strand and A. Heiberg
Radon Concentrations in Norwegian Kindergartens: Surevy planning and Preliminary
Results
Int. Radiat. Prot. Assoc, IRPA, Regional Symp. on Radiol. Prot in Neighbouring
Countries of Central Europe, Prague, Czech Republic, Sept. 8 - 1 2 (1997)

T. Strand
Sources of environmental radioactivity and nuclear safety in the Northwestern part of
Russia - future challenges to prevent discharge of radioactivity from nuclear installations
47'th Annual Pugwash Conference, Lillehammer, Norway August 1-7 (1997)

A.W. van Weers, I. Pace, T. Strand, I. Lysebo, I. Watkins, T. Sterker, E.I.M. Mejne, and
K.R. Butter
Current Practice of Dealing with Natural Radioactivity from Oil and Gas Production in
EU Member States
Contract ETNU-CT94-0112 with the European Commission, Directorate-General, Envi-
ronment, Nuclear Safety and Civil Protection, EUR 17621, (1997)

T. Strand, I. Lysebo, D. Kristensen and A. Birovljev
Radioaktive avleiringer i olje og gassproduksjon
Statens stralevern, Rapport 1997:1 1 - 140 (in Norwegian)

Aa.K. Midtgard, D. Banks, T. Strand, and B. Lind
Kjemisk kvalitet av grunnvann i fast fjell
Geological Survey of Norway, Reportseries ISSN 0800-3416, 1997;
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Report 97.157, 117 p. (Ostfold fylke), 97.162, 117 p. (Agderfylkene), 97.163, 115 p.
(Rogaland fylke), 97.164, 117 p. (Hordaland fylke) og 97.168, 117 p. (Trendelagsfylkene)
(in Norwegian).

T. Strand
Lung Cancer Risk from Residential Radon Exposure in Norway
Norwegian Radiation Protection Authority, Report, August 15, (1997)

11.3.4 Energy

M. Meir, L. Henden and J. Rekstad
New solar collector in plastics for building integration
Proceedings of the NORTH SUN '97 conference on solar energy for high latitudes. (1997)
67- 74

11.4 Scientific Talks and Conference Reports

T. Engeland, M. Hjorth-Jensen, A. Holt and E. Osnes
A Generalized Seniority Model in an m-Scheme Representation for Identical Particles in
Nuclei
Invited talk at the International Symposium Shell-Model 1997, Royal Institute of Tech-
nology, Stockholm, 29 October - 1 November 1997

K. Gjotterud
Experimental Manifestation of Quantal Coherence in Ordinary Space and in Isospace
Lecture in Nordic Seminar on Basic Problems in Quantum Physics, Baroniet Rooendal 4
- lOjuni (1997)

M. Hjorth-Jensen
Pairing in Infinite Matter and Finite Nuclei
Invited talk at Condesed Matter theories 21, Luso, Portugal, September 21-27 (1997)

M. Hjorth-Jensen
Relation between NN phase shifts and pairing in neutron matter and finite nuclei
Invited talk at Shell-Model 97, Stockholm, Sweden, October 29 - November 1 (1997)

E. Melby
Conservation of quantum numbers and order vs. chaos in nuclei
Nordic Symposium on Basic Problems in Quantum Physics, Rosendal Barony, Norway,
June 4th- 10th, 1997
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E. Melby, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, I. Huseby, J. Rekstad, S. Siem and T.S. Tveter
A-hindrance in primary 7-deca.y after ARC and thermal neutron capture
Advances in Nuclear Physics and Related Areas, Thessaloniki, Greece, July 8 - 12 (1997)

A. Schiller, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, E. Melby, S. Messelt, E. Olsen, J. Rekstad, S.
Siem, T.S. Tveter, J.C. VVikne
First in-beam test measurements of the SIRI &E — E particle telescope array
Poster at VI International School-Seminar on Heavy Ion Physics, Dubna, Russia (1997).
Book of contrbutions, p. 197

A. Maj, M. Kmiecik, A. Bracco, F. Camera, M. Mattiuzzi, B. Herskind, J.J. Gaardhcsje
and T.S. Tveter
Hot Nuclei - Effective Shapes and Entrance Channel Effect
Talk, International Symposium on Exotic Nuclear Shapes, Debrecen, Hungary, May 12 -
17 1997

M. Kmiecik, A. Maj, B. Herskind, A. Bracco, R. Bark, F. Camera, G. Hagemann,
N. Hashimoto, A. Holm, S. Leoni, T. Saitoh and T. S. Tveter
Entrance Channel Effects in Reactions Leading to 170W
Talk, Symposium on New Spectroscopy and Nuclear Structure 1997, Copenhagen,
Denmark, Sept. 16 - 20 1997

T.S. Tveter, L. Bergholt, A. Bjerve, J.I. Holmen, M. Guttormsen, K. Ingeberg, E. Melby,
S. Messelt, E.A. Olsen, J. Rekstad, A. Schiller, S. Rezazadeh, S. Siem, J.C. Wikne and
S.W. 0degard
Studies of thermally excited nuclei at the Oslo Cyclotron Laboratory
Jyvaskyla, Finland, April 29 1997.

A. Bjerve
Sortering og analyse av data fra reaksjonen (3He, a)
Abstract, Department of Physics Report UIO/PHYS/97-11 (1997)

0 . Elgar0y
Pairing in /? stable matter
Talk at the EEC* workshop i Trento, Italy May 27 - June 10 (1997)

0 . Elgarey
Superfluidity in neutron stars
Talk at the BONTT mini-workshop, Department of Physics, University of Oslo, March
12-13 1997

T. Engeland
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Large shell model calculations
Talk at the BONTT mini-workshop, Department of Physics, University of Oslo, March 12
- 13 1997

T. Engeland
Effective three-body forces and shell model studies
Talk at the EEC* workshop i Trento, Italy 27. May - 10. June 1997

T. Engeland
Large shell model calculations and the generalized seniority approximation
Talk at the EEC* workshop in Trento, Italy May 27 - June 10 (1997)

L. Engvik
Beta-stable matter and neutron star properties
Talk at the EEC* workshop i Trento, Italy May 27 - June 10 (1997)

M. Hjorth-Jensen
Self-energy of baryons in finite nuclei
Talk at the BONTT mini-workshop, Department of Physics, Universityof Oslo, March 12
- 13 (1997)

M. Hjorth-Jensen
From finite nuclei to neutron stars
Talk at the Dept. of Physics, University of Trondheim, April 18 1997, (Norway)

M. Hjorth-Jensen
From finite nuclei to neutron stars
Lecture at the Nordita Master class, I<0benhavn, Denmark July 28 - August I (1997)

M. Hjorth-Jensen
Effective interactions and the nuclear shell model
Talk at the Dept. of Physics, University of Lund, Sweden, Nov. 11 (1997)

M. Hjorth-Jensen
Superfluidity in infinite nuclear matter
Talk at the Department of Physics, University of Barcelona,, Spain, Nov. 23 (1997)

M. Hjorth-Jensen
The effective interaction in the Sn isotopes
Talk at the workshop on ;Large-scale nuclear structure calculations far off stability, Dept.
of Physics, University of Oslo, Dec. 3-4 (1997)
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M. Hjorth-Jensen
Shell-model calculations of the Ni isotopes
Talk at the workshop on ;Large-scale nuclear structure calculations far off stability, Dept.
of Physics, University of Oslo, Dec. 3-4 (1997)

J. Holmen
The exprerimental average statistical 7 - multiplicity and its width vs. the theoretical
model ZigZag
Abstract, Department of Physics Report UIO/PHYS/97-11 (1997)

A. Holt
The Effective Interaction and Nuclear Structure Calculations
Talk at BONTT Workshop, Oslo, Norway, March 13 - 14 (1997)

A. Holt
Results of large-scale shell model calculations in the light and heavy Sn isotopes
Talk at Workshop on Large Scale Nuclear Structure Calculations far off Stability, Oslo,
Norway, December 3 - 4 (1997)

K. Ingeberg
Back - shifted Fermi gas model
Abstract, Department of Physics Report UIO/PHYS/97-11 (1997)

E. Andersen et al. (WA97 Collaboration) (.. . K. Fanebust, J.A. Lien, A.K. Holme,
G. L0vh0iden, P. Sennels)
Strange Particle Production in Pb+Pb Collisions at 160 GeV/c per nucleon
The 12th Nordic Meeting on Intermediate and High Energy Nuclear Physics, Graftavallen.
Sweden, January 1997, presented by K. Fanebust

E. Andersen et al. (WA97 Collaboration) (.. . J.A. Lien, A.K. Holme, G. L0vh0iden,
P. Sennels)
Production of E~ and fi~in heavy-ion collisions at the CERN SPS
Workshop on QCD Phase Transitions, Hirschegg, Austria, 13-28 January 1997

E. Andersen et al. (WA97 Collaboration) (... J.A. Lien, A.K. Holme. G. L0vh0iden.
P. Sennels)
Production of E~ and Q~ in Heavy-Ion Collisions at the CERN SPS
Proc. Workshop on QCD Phase Transitions, Hirschegg, Austria, January 1997

E. Andersen et al. (W'A97 Collaboration) (... J.A. Lien, A.K. Holme, G. L0vh0iden.
P. Sennels)
Strange Baryon Production in Pb-Pb Interactions



Proc. XXXIIth Rencontres de Moriond - QCD and high energy hadronic interactions, Les
Arcs 1800, France, March 1997, to be published by Ed. Frontie

E. Andersen et al. (VVA97 Collaboration) (.. . J.A. Lien, A.K. Holme, G.
P. Sennels)
Production of Multi-Strange Particles in Pb-Pb interactions at 158 AGeV/c
Int. Symp. on Strangeness in Quark Matter, Santorini, Hellas, April 14-18, 1997,
presented by A.K. Holme. To be published in J. Phys. G.

E. Andersen et al. (WA97 Collaboration) (.. . J.A. Lien, A.K. Holme, G. L0vh0iden,
P. Sennels)
Strange Baryon Production in Pb-Pb Collisions at 158 A GeV/c
Proc. Int. Europhysics Conference on High Energy Physics, Jerusalem, Israel, August 1997

E. Melby, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, I. Huseby, J. Rekstad, A. Schiller, S. Siem and
T.S. Tveter • • '
A'-avhengighet i 7-henfall etter n0ytroninnfangning
Abstract, Department of Physics Report UiO/PHYS/97-11 (1997)

S.W. 0degard
Triaxial Super-Deformation.
Abstract, Department of Physics Report UiO/PHYS/97-11 (1997)

E. Osnes
Unified Microscopic and Realistic Description of Finite Nuclei, Nuclear Matter and
Neutron Stars
Talk at the BONTT Workshop, Oslo, 13-14 March 1997

S. Rezazadeh
Gamma-Ray Angular Destributions and Polarization Measurements of the 163Dy(3He,
<*7)162Dy Reaction
Abstract, Department of Physics Report UIO/PHYS/97-11 (1997)

A. Schiller, L. Bergholt, M. Guttormsen, E. Melby, S. Messelt, E. Olsen, J. Rekstad, S.
Rezazadeh, S. Siem, T. S. Tveter, P. H. Vreim, J. C. Wikne
Performance of the CACTUS-Detector Array
bstract, Department of Physics Report UIO/PHYS/97-11

K. Gjotterud
Kvanter og sunn fornuft
Forelesning Biologisk institutt UiO 20 januar (1997]
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K. Gjötterud
Is Quantum Theory a Question of Geometry and Symmetries Only?
Jubileumsseminar ved Johannes Mathias Hansteens 70-årsdag arrangert av Fysisk institutt
og Senter for vitenskapsteori UiB og del av seminarserien Grunnlagsproblemer i fysikk 7
mars (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Symmetrier i fysikken på vei mot en mer grunnleggende betydning.
Forelesning i Sophus Lie seminaret Matematisk institutt Uio 25 november (1997)

A. Schiller
Statistical 7-decay of rare-earth nuclei at moderate temperatures
Talk at Fourth Nordic Summer School in Nuclear Physics, Falsterbo, Sweden (1997)

11.4.1 Energy

J.A. Eriksen
A preliminary study on Experimental Design of a Solar-Hydrogen Data Acquisition and
Control System
Talk at and proceedings from the 3rd Nordic Symposium on Hydrogen and Fuel Cells for
Energy Storage, Helsinki, Finland (1997)

J. Rekstad
Bruk av solenergi i Norge - Potensiale og praktiske løsninger
Faglærerkonferanse om ENØK-undervisning, NTNU, Trondheim, 20. Januar (1998)

Rekstad and M. Meir
Solar Combi-systems in Norway
IEA-Expert-Meeting, Gleisdorf-Austria Oct. (1997)

M. Meir und J. Rekstad
Sonnenkollektoren aus hochwertigen Kunststoffen
Erneuerbare energie, Nr. 3 (1997) 16 - 18

J. Rekstad
Soloppvarming ved Ranten høyfjellshotell
Ny Teknikk, Aug. (1997) 78 - 79

J. Rekstad
New plastic solar collector from Norway
OPET News -The newsletter of the OPET Network, Issue 2, July (1997) 6 - 6
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J. Rekstad
Vannbåren värme i norske boliger
Möderne Produksjon nr. 3 (1997) 12 - 13

J. Rekstad
Vannbåren värme i norske boliger: En forutsetning for utstrakt energi0konomisering
NORSK VVS 2 (1997) 32 - 35

J. Rekstad
Velg solenergi og spar energi på det
En0kkelen Nr.1, 2. årgång (1997) 7

11.4.2 Pedagogical

O. 0grim
Lek med el, men vser försiktig.
Artikkel skrevet for Kirkedept. 1997

11.5 Popular Science

1 4.3
K. Gjötterud
Kvantefysikken i dag. Hvor er vi og hvor går vi?
Faglig-pedagogisk dag UiO 3 januar (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Mellom skepsis og tillit. Vi er of re for vår forsiktige forstand
Kåseriforedrag Lions Club Eiksmarka 12 mars (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Kvantefysikk i går, i dag og i morgen - noen refieksjoner
Forelesning Landskonferansen om fysikkundervisning Hafjell 5 - 8 august (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Fra Plancks formel for sort stråling til superstrenger - snart 100 år med kvantefysikk
Forelesning Forskningsdagene 1997 H0gskolen i Buskerud Kongsberg 24 september (1997)

K. Gjötterud
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Refleksjoner over kvanter, strenger og ryktene om at fysikken har nådd veis ende
Foredrag Fysikkforeningen UiO 4 november (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Eksempler på hvordan kvantefysikken bryter med vare hverdagsforestillinger
Forelesning Etterutdanningskurs for fysikklaerere 24 - 18 november (1997)

A. Holt
Ballett og fysiske lover
Foredrag i Realistforeningen, Universitetet i Oslo, 22. mars, 1997

G. L0vh0iden
Materiens minste bestanddeler
Furuset Rotary, Oslo, 6 januar, 1997

G. L0vh0iden
Big Bang og jakten på Urstoffet
Foredrag, Avd. for Generell Fyiologi, Oslo, 13 januar, 1997

G. L0vh0iden
Kvark-Gluon Plasma og Big Bang- Jakten på Urstoffet
Realfagsdagen på Kvarteret, UiB, 3 april, 1997

G. L0vh0iden
Kvark-gluon plasma
Furuset Rotary, Oslo, 13 mai, 1997 -

G. L0vh0iden
On Physics and Models
Nordic Symposium on Basic Problems in Quantum Physics, Rosendal, 4-10 juni, 1997

Martin L0vvik
Kort presentasjon av solenergiforskningen ved Fysisk institutt
Foredrag ved M0te for rådgivere ved den videregående skole, Universitetet i Oslo, 10.6.97

E. Osnes
Trender i möderne kjernefysikk
Foredrag ved UiOs Faglig-pedagogiske dag, 3. januar 1997

J. Rekstad
Foredrag om solenergiprosjektet på Universitetet i Oslo
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for Kong Harald, 9. mai (1997)

J. Rekstad
Informations- og introduksjonskampanje for vannbåren varme i norske boliger
Teknologi-konkurranse om vannbåren varme, Høyskolen i Oslo, 12. Januar (1997)

J. Rekstad
Konkurransedyktig oppvarmingssystem med maksimal energifleksibilitet - Kodeord:
Varmefleks
Teknologikonkurranse om vannbåren varme, Januar (1997)

T. Engeland og E. Osnes
Ivar Espe 1927-1997
Nekrolog i Aftenposten 4. juli 1997 / Fra Fysikkens Verden 59 (1997) 61-62

K. Gjötterud, E. Tunstad, P. Andersen, I. Mysterud, I. Nordal, S. Sjøberg, P. Strømholm
Vitenskap og livssyn - en forsker-enquete
Artikkelen er basert på intervjuer ved Erik Tunstad og ført i pennen av Tunstad,
HUMANIST nr. 3 (1997)

F. Ingebretsen
O. Wormnes og A. I. Vistnes: Kan vi stole på vitenskapen? J.W. Cappelens Forlag A.S.
1994
Bokanmeldelse, Fra Fysikkens Verden nr. 1 (1997)

0 . Øgrim
Bruksanvisninger , veiledninger og fysisk bakgrunn for utstillingsenheter ved Teknoteket
Norsk Teknisk Museum 1997

S.L. Andersen og O. Øgrim
Fysikkforsøk for Videregående skoler, Del 1: Krefter
Video: ISBN 82-90904-40-1, Tekst: ISBN 82-90904-39-8

K. Gjötterud
Manhattanprosjektet og vitenskapens bidrag til utviklingen av atombomben. Et moralsk
dilemma.
Foredrag NRK P2-Akademiet 15 og 22 november (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Mistillit til vitenskap - tillit til det alternative
I samtale med Erik Thunstad NRK P2 Wok 28 april (1997)
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K. Gjötterud
Ved veis ende
Intervju i oppsett vedrorende John Horgans bok The End of Science Universitas 13 august
(1997)

K. Gjötterud, T.Skard Dokka
Naar teologi og fysikk m0ter kvarandre
Intervju ved Aslaug Veum i APOLLON - tidsskrift fra UiO nr. 4 (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Å leve i det vitenskapelige og det religi0se rom
Intervju ved Marianne Moen NRK P2 Verdib0rsen 20 desember (1997)

F. Ingebretsen
Fysikk og "Rollerblades" Medvirkning i "Newtons Hage", NRK TV-1. Sendt 1997 115 4.6

E. Osnes
Utstillingene Hadrons for Health og Science Bringing Nations Together ved UiO
Intervju i NRK/0stlandssendingen 25. August 1997

K. Gjötterud
Vitenskapelig og religi0s erkjennelse
Foredrag med samtale i en gruppe elever i 2. klasse ved Nesbru videregående skole hos
lektor Jon Ö0hl 12 juni (1997)

K. Gjötterud
In memoriam Gustav Marthinsen (1922 - 1996)
Fra Fysikkens Verden 59. årgång Nr. 1 (1997)

11.6 Science Policy

K. Gjötterud, T.VV.N. Walaker
Uten rettigheter (Kosova-albanerne)
Debattinnlegg VG 17 desember (1997^

K. Gjötterud
I morgen blir det for sent. J0der i en truet situasjon i Russland og 0vrige tidligere
Sovjetrepublikker
Bulletinen "Jodene i ex-Sovjet" Desember nr. 3 13.årgång (1997)
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K. Gjötterud, H. Lunde
Norge
Artikkel i Antisemitism - world repport 1997 Institute for Jewish Policy Research and
American Jewish Committee

0 . Holter og F. Ingebretsen
Fra redaktorene
Fra Fysikkens Verden 59 Vol. 1,2,3,4 (1997)

E. Osnes
Bestyreren har ordet
Årsrapport 1996 (Fysisk institutt, Universitetet i Oslo, 1997) 1

K. Gjötterud
Minoritetspolitikk i Norge
Foredrag Human-Etisk Förbunds Ungdom Stavanger 24 april (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Har jodene en fremtid i Det tidligere Sovjet Unionen?
Foredrag i Arendal Babtistkirke 13 april (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Kristen antisemittisme med vekt på Martin Luther og det manglende oppgj0r i Norge
med Luthers antisemittisme
Föredrag i Bergen MIFF 07 mai (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Antisemittisme i dag
Foredrag for ensemblet som setter opp "Anne Frank" med instrukt0r Line Rosvoll Teater
Ibsen Skien 23 mai (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Fra antisemittisme til antizionisme. Hva er sammenhengen?
Foredrag Israelstreff Kvås Folkeh0gskole 20 - 22 juni (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Antisemittisme i dagens Russland og i de 0vrige tidligere Sovjetstater
Foredrag Christiansborg Slot K0benhavn i m0te arrangert av Immigranthjaelpen 9
september (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Sionistisk forkJ0rsrett? Antizionisme og antisemittisme
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Inniegg i paneldiskusjon med Jan Benjamin R,0dner og Lars Gule i Studentersamfundet i
Bergen 11 september (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Förstesemesterstudiene: visjon og virkelighet
Inniegg og deltagelse i debatt med Lucy Smith, Kolbein Brede, Erik Boe og Carl Erik
Grenness I Lederforum UiO 15 september (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Antisemittisme i dagens Russland og i tidligere 0vrige Sovjetrepublikker
Foredrag i m0te arrangert av Norsk Förening mot Antisemittisme og Komitéen for .löder
i ex-Sovjet Fysisk institutt UiO 16 oktober (1997)

K. Gjötterud
J0dene i ex-Sovjet
Foredrag i Menigheten Salem Skårer 1 november (1997)

K. Gjötterud
J0der i SUS
Direkteintervju i lokalradio i Porsgrunn 7 januar (1997)

K. Gjötterud
The Smiling Face of Fascism
Interventions, 1997 International Conference arranged by Academic Response to Anti-
semitism and Racism in Europe under the Auspices of the Simon Wiesenthal Centre,
London, UK. January 26 - 27 (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Et botemiddel mot rasisme
Intervju ved Dan Hagen i förbindelse med oppsettingen av Anne Franks Dagbok på Teater
Ibsen i Skien Telemarksavisa 8 september (1997)

K. Gjötterud
F0rstesemesterstudier
Diskusjonsinnlegg ved konferanse om f0rstesemesterstudier ved h0yskoler og universiteter
i Norge i Troms0 25 september (1997)

K. Gjötterud
Valerij Senderovs vurdering av antisemittismen i Russland
Inniegg ved m0te i Komittén för Vetenskapens Frihet Stockholm 7 oktober (1997)

E. Osnes
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Welcome Speech
27th International Physics Olympiad, Oslo, 30 June - 7 July 1996, in Official Report, ed.
A.I. Vistnes (Department of Physics, University of Oslo, 1997) 42 - 44

E. Osnes
After Dinner Speech
27th International Physics Olympiad, Oslo 30 June - 7 July 1996, in Official Report, ed.
A.I. Vistnes (Department of Physics, University of Oslo, 1997) p. 75-77

E. Osnes
Welcoming Address
NATO ASI on Polar Cap Boundary Phenomena, Longyearbyen, Svalbard, 4-13 June 1997

E. Osnes
Opening Address
Workshop on Large-Scale Nuclear Structure Galculations far off Stability

E. Osnes, E.O. Pettersen og A.I. Vistnes
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